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Abstract 

We present real time and discrete time versions of ACP with absolute timing 
and relative timing. The starting-point is a new real time version with absolute 
timing, called ACPsat, featuring urgent actions and a delay operator. The 
discrete time versions are conservative extensions of the discrete time versions of 
ACP being known as ACP dot and ACP d,t. The principal version is an extension 
of ACP,ot with integration and initial abstraction to allow for choices over an 
interval of time and relative timing to be expressed. Its main virtue is that it 
generalizes ACP without timing and most other versions of ACP with timing in 
a smooth and natural way. This is shown for the real time version with relative 
timing and the discrete time version with absolute timing. 

Keywords & Phrases: process algebra, ACP, real time, discrete time, absolute 
timing, relative timing, two-phase scheme, time-stamping scheme. 

1994 CR Categories: D.l.3, D.3.1, F.l.2, F.3.l. 

1 Introduction 

Algebraic concurrency theories such as ACP [11, 9, 8], CCS [26, 27] and CSP [15, 23] 
have been extended to deal with time-dependent behaviour in various ways. First 
of all, timing is either absolute or relative and the time scale on which time is mea
sured is either continuous or discrete. Besides, execution of actions and passage of 
time are either separated or combined. Separation corresponds to the two-phase 
scheme of modeling time-dependent behaviour and combination corresponds to the 
time-stamping scheme. 

Absolute timing and relative timing have been studied in the framework of ACP 
for both a continuous time scale and a discrete time scale. See e.g. [1] and [6]. The 
versions of ACP with timing where time is measured on a continuous time scale are 
usually called real time versions. In the remainder of this paper, we adhere to this 
terminology. In the principal real time versions of ACP, viz. ACPp and ACPrp, which 
were both introduced in [1], and ACPp!7, which was introduced in [3], execution of 



actions and passage of time are combined. On the contrary, they are separated in the 
principal discrete time versions of ACP, viz. ACP dot and ACP drt, which were both 
introduced in [6]. A real time version where execution of actions and passage of time 
are separated is ACPst, which was introduced in [5], and [7] focusses on discrete time 
versions where they are combined. 

Measuring time on a discrete time scale does not mean that the execution of actions 
is restricted to discrete points in time. In the discrete time versions of ACP, time is 
divided into time slices and timing of actions is done with respect to the time slices 
in which they are performed - within a time slice there is only the order in which 
actions are performed. Thus, the discrete time versions permit to consider systems 
at a more abstract level than the real time case, a level where time is measured with 
finite precision. This also occurs in practice: software components of a system are 
executed on processors where the measure of time is provided by a discrete clock and, 
in case a physical system is controlled, the state of the physical system is sampled and 
adjusted at discrete points in time. In any case, the abstraction made in the discrete 
time versions makes the time-dependent behaviour of programs better amenable to 
analysis. 

ACP can simply be embedded in the discrete time versions ACP dot and ACP d,t [6] 
by projecting the untimed process a (for each action a) onto the delayable process a
a delayable process a is capable of performing the action a in any time slice. Similarly, 
ACP can be embedded in the real time versions ACP p and ACPr p [1]. In other words, 
these discrete time and real time theories generalize the time free theory smoothly. 
Furthermore, in the discrete time case as well as the real time case, the relative time 
version can simply be embedded in the absolute time version extended with an initial 
abstraction operator to deal with relative timing. 

However, the real time versions do not generalize the discrete time versions as 
smoothly as they generalize the time free theory. It turns out, as shown in [2], that the 
discrete time processes correspond to the real time processes for which the following 
holds: (1) if an action can be performed at some time p E lR such that n < p < n + 1 
(n EN), it can also be performed at any other time pi E lR such that n < pi < n + 1; 
(2) no actions can be performed at times pEN. Clearly, such an embedding seriously 
lacks naturalness. The real time versions ACPp and ACPrp as well as the discrete 
time versions ACP dot and ACP dd are generalizations of ACP by intention. Since the 
real time versions were developed in advance of the discrete time versions, the former 
versions were not intentionally developed as generalizations of the latter versions. 
This explains at least partially the contrived embedding. 

In this paper, we present a new real time version of ACP with absolute timing 
which originates from ACPsp, a real time version introduced in [5]. In this version, 
which features urgent actions and a delay operator, execution of actions and passage 
of time are separated. We explain how execution of actions and passage of time can 
be combined in this version. We further add an integration operator, with which a 
choice over an interval of time can be expressed, and an initial abstraction operator, 
with which relative timing can be expressed, to this version. We show how a real time 
version of ACP with relative timing, which originates from ACPst [5], can be embed
ded in the extended real time version with absolute timing. We also present discrete 
time versions of ACP with absolute timing and relative timing which are conservative 
extensions of ACPdot and ACPd,t [6]. We add an initial abstraction operator to the 
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discrete time version with absolute timing as well. Showing how the discrete time 
version with relative timing can be embedded in the extended discrete time version 
with absolute timing, can be done similarly to the real time case. We show that the 
extended real time version generalizes the extended discrete time version smoothly. 
In this case, the following holds for those real time processes that correspond to the 
discrete time processes: if an action can be performed at some time p E IR such that 
n :s: p < n + 1 (n E 1\1), it can also be performed at any other time p' E IR such that 
n:S:p'<n+l. 

The main virtue of the extended real time version of ACP presented here is that 
it generalizes time free ACP as well as most other versions of ACP with timing in a 
smooth and natural way. The lack of a real time version of ACP with these charac
teristics was our main motivation to develop it. Different from the real time versions 
of [1 J and [3J, this version does not exclude the possibility of two or more actions to be 
performed consecutively at the same point in time. That is, it includes urgent actions, 
similar to ATP [30J and the different versions of CCS with timing [16, 28, 35J. This 
is useful in practice when describing and analyzing systems in which actions occur 
that are entirely independent. This is, for example, the case for actions that happen 
at different locations in a distributed system. In [1J and [3J, the main idea was that 
it is difficult to imagine that actions are performed consecutively at the same point 
in time. But yet, this way of representing things is perfectly in line with modeling 
parallelism by interleaving. In point of fact it allows for independent actions to be 
handled faithfully. 

In [1 J and [3], ways to deal with independent actions are proposed where such 
actions take place at the same point in time by treating it as a special case of com
munication. This is, however, a real burden in the description and the analysis of the 
systems concerned. Of course, this does not limit the practical usefulness of ACP p 
and ACPrp for systems in which no independent actions occur. The real time versions 
ACPsp and ACPst of [5J simply do not exclude the possibility of two or more actions 
to be performed consecutively at the same point in time. Embedding in ACPp and 
ACPrp, respectively, is obtained by extending the time domain to a domain that in
cludes non-standard real numbers. We conjecture that the real time version presented 
in this paper, which originates from ACPsp, can be embedded in ACPp as well. 

The structure of this paper is as follows. First of all, in Section 2, we present the 
new real time version of ACP with absolute timing. We also explain how execution 
of actions and passage of time can be combined in this version. Then, in Section 3, 
we add integration and initial abstraction to this real time version of ACP. Next, in 
Section 4, we first present a real time version of ACP with relative timing and then 
show that it can be embedded in the real time version of ACP with absolute timing 
presented in Sections 2 and 3. After that, in Section 5, we first present conservative 
extensions of the discrete time versions ACP dat and ACP drt of [6J and then show that 
the presented discrete time version with absolute timing can be embedded in the real 
time version with absolute timing presented in Sections 2 and 3. Finally, in Section 6, 
we make some concluding remarks. 
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2 Real time process algebra: absolute timing 

In this section, we give the signature, axioms and term model of ACP,at, a standard 
real time process algebra with absolute timing. In this theory, the non-negative stan
dard real numbers (llho) are used as the time domain. ACP,at originates from the 
theory ACPsp, presented in [5]. Unlike ACPsp, it separates execution of actions and 
passage of time. 

In case of ACP,at, it is assumed that a theory of the non-negative real numbers 
has been given. Its signature has to include the constant 0 : --+ lR2:0, the operator 
+ : lR2:0 x lR2:0 --+ lR2:0, and the predicates::; : lR2:0 x lR2:0 and = : lR2:0 x lR2:o. In 
addition, this theory has to include axioms that characterize + as a commutative and 
associative operation with 0 as a neutral element and::; as a total ordering that has 
o as its least element and that is preserved by +. 

In ACP,at, as in the other versions of ACP with timing presented in this paper, 
it is assumed that a fixed but arbitrary set A of actions has been given. It is also 
assumed that a fixed but arbitrary communication function, i.e. a partial commutative 
and associative function "I : A x A --+ A, has been given. The function "I is regarded 
to give the result of the synchronous execution of any two actions for which this is 
possible, and to be undefined otherwise. The weak restrictions on "I allow many kinds 
of communication between parallel processes to be modeled. 

First, in Section 2.1, we treat BPA,at, basic standard real time process algebra 
with absolute timing, in which parallelism and communication are not considered. 
After that, in Section 2.2, BPNat is extended to ACP,at to deal with parallelism and 
communication as well. Finally, we demonstrate in Section 2.3 how one can combine 
execution of actions and passage of time in ACP,at. 

2.1 Basic process algebra 

In BPA,at, we have the sort P of processes, the constants a (one for each a E A), 
8 and J, and the operators ",b, (absolute delay), . (sequential composition) and + 
(alternative composition). The constants a stand for a at time O. Similarly, the 
constant 8 stands for a deadlock at time O. The constant J stands for an immediate 
deadlock, a process that exhibits inconsistent timing at time O. This means that 
J, different from 8, is not existing at time O. The process ~b'(x) is the process x 
shifted in time by p. Thus, the process ~b,(£i) is capable of first idling from time 0 
to time p and then upon reaching time p performing action a, immediately followed 
by successful termination. The process ~iI§ (8) is only capable of idling from time 0 
to time p. Time p can be reached by ~b'(O). This is the difference with the process 
~b,(J), which can only idle upto, but not including, time p. So ~b,(J) can not reach 
time p. The process x . y is the process x followed upon successful termination by the 
process y. The process x + y is the process that proceeds with either the process x 
or the process y, but not both. As in the untimed case, the choice is resolved upon 
execution of the first action, and not before. We also have the auxiliary operators v,b, 
(absolute time-out) and v,b, (absolute initialization). The process v!'b,(X) is the part 
of x that starts to perform actions before time p. The process v~b'(X) is the part of x 
that starts to perform actions at time p or later. 

A real time version of ACP with absolute timing where the notation a was used 
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earlier for urgent actions is ACPsp [5], but there it always carries a time-stamp. The 
binary operator O"ab, generalizes the unary operator O"ab, of ACP dat [6] in a real time 
setting: for a real time process x that corresponds to a discrete time process x', O"~b' (x) 
corresponds to O"ab,(X'). In earlier papers, including [1], [2], [3] and [5], the notations 
x» p and p» x were used instead of V,'b,(x) and V~b'(x), respectively. Besides, the 
time-out operator and the initialization operator were sometimes called the bounded 
initialization operator and the time shift operator, respectively. 

It can be proved, using the axioms of BPA ,at, that each process expressed using 
the auxiliary operators vab, and vab' is equal to a process expressed without them. 
In other words, in BPA,at, all processes can be constructed from the constants using 
absolute delay, alternative composition and sequential composition only. 

Signature of BPA,at The signature of BPA,at consists of the urgent action constants 
a: -+ P (for each a E A), the urgent deadlock constant J : -+ P, the immediate deadlock 
constant 8 : -+ P, the alternative composition operator + : P X P -+ P, the sequential 
composition operator· : P X P -+ P, the absolute delay operator O"ab, : ~20 X P -+ P, 
the absolute time-out operator vab, : ~20 x P -+ P, and the absolute initialization 
operator vab, : ~>o X P -+ P. 

We assume that an infinite set of variables (of sort P) has been given. Given the 
signature of BPA,at, terms of BPAsat, also referred to as process expressions, are 
constructed in the usual way. We will generally use infix notation for binary operators. 
The need to use parentheses is further reduced by ranking the precedence of the binary 
operators. Throughout this paper we adhere to the following precedence rules: (i) the 
operator· has the highest precedence amongst the binary operators, (ii) the operator 
+ has the lowest precedence amongst the binary operators, and (iii) all other binary 
operators have the same precedence. We will also use the following abbreviation. Let 
(ti)iEI be an indexed set of terms of BPA'at where I = {i l , ... , in}. Then we write 
2:iEI ti for til + ... + tin· We further use the convention that 2:iEI ti stands for J if 
I=0. 

We denote variables by x, x', y, y', .... An important convention is that we use 
a, a', b, b', ... to denote elements of A U {o} in the context of an equation, and elements 
of A in the context of an operational semantics rule. Furthermore, we use H to denote 
a subset of A. We denote elements of ~20 by p,p',q,q' and elements of ~>o by r,r'. 
We write A. for AU {a}. 

Axioms of BPA,at The axiom system of BPA'at consists of the equations given in 
Tables 1 and 2. 

x + y = y +x Al 

(x + y) + z = x + (y + z) A2 
x+x=x A3 

(x + y) . z = x· z + y. z A4 

(x·y)·z=x·(y·z) A5 

x+.5=x A6ID 

.5·x=.5 A7ID 

Table 1: Axioms of BPA with immediate deadlock 
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U2b,(X) = v2b,(X) 
o-:'b,(U~b'(X)) = U~:.q(X) 
o-:'b,(X) + o-:'b,(Y) = o-:'b,(X + y) 
o-:'b,(X) . V~b'(Y) = U~b'(X' j) 
o-:'b,(X) . (V~b'(Y) + U~b'(Z)) = o-:'b,(X' V2b,(z)) 
o-:'b,(j) . x = o-:'b,(j) 
a+J=a 
U~b'(X) + J = U~b'(X) 
J·X= J 

p (0) _ 0 
V,b, 6 - 6 

r (-) -vabs a = a 

v2b,(x) =j 
v~:.q(u~b'(X)) = u~b,(v~b'(x)) 
v~b'(x + y) = v~b'(x) + v:b,(Y) 
v~b'(x. y) = v~b'(x) . Y 

-0· • 
v,b,(6) = 6 
V;b,(j) = U;b,(j) 
-0 (-) -Vabs a = a 
-r (-) _ r (~) 
Vabs a - O"abs u 

V::,q(o-:'b'(X)) = o-:'b,(v~b,(v2b'(X))) 
v~b'(x + y) = v;b,(x) + v;b,(Y) 
v~b'(x' y) = v;b,(x)' y 

SATl 

SAT2 

SAT3 

SAT4 
SAT5 

SAT6 

A6SAa 

A6SAh 
A7SA 

SATOO 

SATOl 

SAT02 

SAT03 

SAT04 

SAT05 

SAIOa 

SAIOh 

SAIl 

SAl2 

SAl3 

SAl4 

SAl5 

Table 2: Additional axioms for BPAsat (a EA., p, q ~ 0, r > 0) 

Axioms AI-A5 are common to ACP and all real and discrete time versions of ACP. 
Axioms A6ID and A 7ID are simple reformulations of the axioms A6 and A 7 of ACP: 
the constant Ii has been replaced by the constant J - which is introduced because 
the intended interpretation of Ii in ACPsat differs from J. These axioms or similar 
reformulations of A6 and A7 are found in all real and discrete time versions of ACP. 
Axiom SAT!, and a few axioms treated later, become easier to understand by realizing 
that in BPAsat, as well as in Acpsat, the equation V2bs(t) = t is derivable for all closed 
terms t. This equation expresses that initialization at time 0 has no effect on processes 
with absolute timing. To accommodate for the extension with initial abstraction in 
Section 3.2, we have used V2bs(X) instead of x where the former is needed in the 
extension. Axioms SAT! and SAT2 point out that a time shift by 0 has no effect in 
case of absolute timing and that consecutive time shifts add up. Axioms SAT3-SAT5 
represent the interaction of absolute delay with alternative composition and sequential 
composition. Axiom SAT3, called the time factorization axiom, shows that passage 
of time by itself can not determine a choice. Axioms SAT4 and SAT5 express that 
if a process terminates successfully at some point in time, it can only be followed 
by the part of another process that starts to perform actions at the same time or 
later. Axiom SAT6 is a generalization of axiom A7ID. Using axioms A6SAa and 
A6SAb, the equation t + J = t can be derived for all closed terms t unless t = J 
- obviously J + J = J. Axiom A7SA is another simple reformulation of axiom A7 
of ACP. Axioms SATOO-SAT05 and SAID-SAI5 reflect the intended meaning of the 
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time-out and initialization operators clearly. Axioms SAT02 and SAI2 make precise 
what happens if a part that starts to perform actions before the time-out time and 
a part that starts to perform actions at the initialization time or later, respectively, 
do not exist. Equations SAT03' and SAI3' given in Table 3 are derivable from the 
axioms of BPA,a'. In BPNa' and ACpsa', and also in the further extension with 

V~b.(U~:.q(X)) = u~b.(j) SAT03' 
V~b.(~:.q(x)) = ~:.q(x) SAI3' 

-0 ( ) SAIl" v.b. x = x 

v::.q(~b.(X)) = ~b.(v:b.(x)) SAI3" 

Table 3: Some derivable equations and alternative axioms (p, q ~ 0) 

initial abstraction, axiom SAT02 can be replaced by equation SAT03' just as well. 
In BPAsa' and ACpsa', but not in the further extension with initial abstraction, axioms 
SAIDa, SAIl and SAI3 together can be replaced by the equations SAIl" and SAr3" 
given in Table 3. The absolute initialization operator could have been added later 
with the addition of the initial abstraction operator. However, having it available in 
BP Na' and Acpsa' makes it possible to express interesting properties of real time 
processes with absolute timing such as the properties presented in Lemmas 1 and 3 
below. 

We can prove that the auxiliary operators v,b, and V,b, can be eliminated in closed 
terms of BPA,a'. We can also prove that sequential compositions in which the form of 
the first operand is not a (a E A) and alternative compositions in which the form of 
the first operand is (J~b,(t) can be eliminated in closed terms of BPA,a'. The terms that 
remain after exhaustive elimination are called the basic terms over BPAsa'. Because 
of this elimination result, we are permitted to use induction on the structure of basic 
terms over BPAsa' to prove statements for all closed terms of BPA,a'. 

Examples We give some examples of a closed term of BPAsa' and the corresponding 
basic term: 

The following lemmas are also useful in proofs. They are, for example, used in the 
proof of Theorem 12 (embedding of Acpda',; in Acpsa'IV). These lemmas, as most 
other lemmas in this paper, call for proofs by induction on the structure of basic terms. 
The proofs are generally straightforward, but long and tedious. For that reason, we 
will present for each such proof only one of the cases to be treated. The selected case 
is usually typical of the proof and relatively hard. We write ~ to indicate that the 
induction hypothesis of the proof is used. 

Lemma 1 In BPAsa' and ACP"', as well as in the further extensions with restricted 
integration and initial abstraction introduced in Section 3: 

1. the equation t = ~b,(t) + V~b,(t) is derivable for all closed terms t such that 
t = V2b,(t) and t = t + ~b,(J); 
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2. the equations t = d.'b,Ct) and V~b,Ct) = a!'b,(8) are derivable for all closed terms 
t such that t = V~b,Ct) and t =f t + a!'b,(8). 

Proof. It is straightforward to prove both 1 and 2 by induction on the structure of t. 

1. We present only the case that t is of the form a!b,(tl). The other cases are similar, but 
simpler, and do not require case distinction. 

Case p <_ q: q (') a" (') ~ P (') q (') SATO~SA13',}' ( q (')) -p ( q (')) Gabs t + abs J - crabs 8 + Gabs t - abs Gabs t + Vabs O"abs t 
C q (') a" (') s~, q (t!) q (~q(')) S~3 q (t! -,,-q('))!!! ase p > q: a,b, t + ,b, Ii - a,b, + a,b, ,b, Ii - a,b, + aab, Ii -

aq (tl-q(t' ) + -p-q(t' )) sg' q (v"-q(t')) + q (-p-q(t' )) SATO~SA13 abs abs Vabs CTabs abs Gabs Vabs 

d.'b,(a!b,(t' )) + v~b,(a!b,(t')) 
In applying SAI3 we assume that t' = V~b'(t'). In case of BPA,at, ACPsat and ACP,.t with 
integration, this equation is derivable for all closed terms t'. The assumption is also justified 
in case of extension with initial abstraction. In that case, we are permitted, because of 
elimination results presented in Section 3.2, to consider here only closed terms of the form 
a!b,(tl) where no initial abstraction occurs in t'. 

2. Observe that v~b,(t) = a!'b,(J) follows immediately from t = d.'b,(t) by axiom SI3. So 
it suffices to prove only t = v~b' (t). Again, we present only the case that t is of the form 

a!b,(t')· 

Case p ~ q: q (t') sg' a" ( q-P(t' )) A~D if', ( q-P(t' ) + J) sg' 
U abs abs U abs abs a abs 

a!'b,(a!;;-:(t!)) + a!'b,(J) sg' a!bs(t') + a!'b,(8) 
So a!b,(t' ) -# a!b,(t') + a!'b,(J) does not hold in case p ~ q 

C q (')...L q (') -P (') SAT2,SAT3 I...L I -p-q(') ase p > q: a ,b, t T a ,b, t + aab, Ii =} t T t + <T,b, Ii 
By the induction hypothesis, a!b,(tl) = a!b,(d.'b,q(t' )) SA~03 d.'b,(a!b,(t')) 0 

From Lemma 1 we readily conclude the following. 

Corollary 2 In BPA,at and ACP,at, as well as in the further extensions with re
stricted integration and initial abstraction introduced in Section 3, the equation a!'b,Ct)· 
t ' = a!'b,Ct) . V~b,Ct') is derivable for all closed terms t and t' such that t' = v2b,Ct' ). 

Lemma 3 In BPA,at and ACP,at, as well as in the further extensions with restricted 
integration and initial abstraction introduced in Section 3, for each p E Ilho and each 
closed term t, there exists a closed term t' such that V~b,Ct) = a~b,Ct') and i! = V~b,(t'). 
In subsequent proofs, we write tiP] for a fixed but arbitrary closed term t' that fulfills 
these conditions. 

Proof. It is straightforward to prove this by induction on the structure of t. We present 
only the case that t is of the form a!b,(t"). Again, the other cases are similar, but simpler, 
and do not require case distinction. 

Case p ~ q: v~b,(a!b,(t")) S~3' a!b'(t") Sg2 a!'b,(a!b,P(t")) and 
q-P(t") sg' 0 ( q-P(t")) sg' -0 ( q-P(t")) 

CT abs crabs U abs Vabs CT abs 
C -P ( q (")) S~3 q (-p-q( "))!!! q ( p-q( II )) S~2 P (" ) d ase p > q: V,b, a,b, t - a,b, V,b, t - a,b, a,b, tiP-q] - a,b, tiP-q] an 

t~_q] = V~b' (t~_q]) 
In applying SAI3 we assume that til = v~b' (t"). 
assumption is justified in all cases. 
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Lemma 1 indicates that a process that is able to reach time P can be regarded as being 
the alternative composition of the part that starts to perform actions before P and 
the part that starts to perform actions at P or later. Lemma 3 shows that the part of 
a process that starts to perform actions at time P or later can always be regarded as 
a process shifted in time by p. 

Semantics of BP A sat A real time transition system over A consists of a set of states 
5, a root state pES and four kinds of relations on states: 

a binary relation (_,p) -..':t (_,p) for each a E A, p E lR?O, 
a unary relation (_,p) -..':t (J,p) for each a E A, p E lR?O, 
a binary relation (_,p) H (_,q) for each r E lR>o, p,q E lR>o where q = p+r, 
a unary relation ID(_,p) for each p E lR?O; 

satisfying 

1. if (s,p) Ir+r') (s',q), r,r' > 0, then there is a s" such that (s,p) H (s",p+r) 

and (s",p+r) r4 (s',q); 

2. if (s,p) H (s",p + r) and (s",p + r) r4 (s', q), then (s,p) 1 r+r') (s', q). 

The four kinds of relations are called action step, action termination, time step and 
immediate deadlock relations, respectively. We write RTT5(A) for the set of all real 
time transition systems over A. 

We shall associate a transition system T5(t) in RTT5(A) with a closed term t of 
BPAsat by taking the set of closed terms of BPA'at as set of states, the closed term 
t as root state, and the action step, action termination, time step and immediate 
deadlock relations defined below using rules in the style of Plotkin [31]. A semantics 
given in this way is called a structured operational semantics. On the basis of these 
rules, the operators of BPA sat can also be directly defined on the set of real time 
transition systems in a straightforward way. Note that the relations can in this case 
be explained as follows: 

(t,p) -..':t (t',p): process t is capable of first performing action a at time p 
and then proceeding as process t'; 

(t,p) -..':t (J,p): process t is capable of first performing action a at time p 
and then terminating successfully; 

(t,p) H (t',q): process t is capable of first idling from timep to time q 
and then proceeding as process t'; 

I D (t, p): process t is not capable of reaching time p. 

h I e h . I . h h c PI,··· ,Pm, S h . T e ru es ,or t e operatlOna semantIcs ave t e ,orm CI, ... , c,. , were s IS 
optional. They are to be read as "if PI and ... and Pm then CI and ... and c,., pro
vided s". As usual, PI, ... , Pm and CI, ... , c,. are called the premises and the conclu
sions, respectively. The conclusions are positive formulas of the form (t,p) -..':t (t',p), 
(t,p) -..':t (J,p), (t,p) H (t',q) or ID(t,p), where t and t' are open terms of BPA,at. 
The premises are positive formulas of the above forms or negative formulas of the 
form ~ID(t,p). The rules are actually rule schemas. The optional s is a side-condition 
restricting the actions over which a, band c range and the non-negative real numbers 
over which p, q and r range. 
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The signature of BPA,at together with the rules that will be given constitute 
according to the definitions of [8] a term deduction system in panth format that is 
stratifiable. Within the framework of term deduction systems, the instances of the 
rule schemas that satisfy the stated side-conditions should be taken as the rules under 
consideration. For the rest, we continue to use the word rule in the broader sense. 

A structured operational semantics of BP A ,at is described by the rules given in 
Table 4. 

1O(8,p) 1O(8,r) 

(x,p) ~ (x',p) 

(lT~b'(X),P) ~ (x',p) 

(x,p) ~ (x',p) 

(IT;b,(X),P + r) ~ (IT;b,(x'),P + r) 
(x,p) 8 (x,p + r) 

(lT~b'(X),P + q) 8 (IT:b,(x),p + q + r) 

q>p 

(lT~~r(x),p) 8 (lT~~r(x),p+r) 

(x,p) ~ (x',p) 

(x + y,p) ~ (x',p), 
(y + x,p) ~ (x',p) 

(x,p) 8 (x,p + r) 
(x + y,p) 8 (x + y,p + r), 
(y + x,p) 8 (y + x,p+r) 

(x,p) ~ (x',p) 

(x· y,p) ~ (x' . y,p) 

(x,p) 8 (x,p + r) 
(x· y,p) 8 (x 'y,p+r) 

(x,p) ~ (x',p), q > p 

(V~b'(x),P) ~ (x' ,p) 

(x,p) 8 (x,p+r), q>p+r 

(v:b,(x),p) H (v:b.(x),p + r) 
q:C;p 

ID(v:b,(x),p) 

(x,p) ~ (x',p), q:C; p 

(v:b,(x),p) ~ (x' ,p) 

(x,p) 8 (x,p+r), q:C;p+r 

(v:b,(x),p) 8 (v:b,(x),p + r) 
q>p 

(a,O) ~ (J,O) 

(x,p) ~ (J,p) 

lO(a,r) 

(lT~b'(X),P) ~ (J,p) 

(x,p) ~ (J,p) 

ID(x,p) 

ID(lT~b'(X),P + q) 

,ID(x,O) 

(lT~~r (x), q) 8 (IT:~r (x), q + r) 
(x,p) ~ (J,p) 

(x + y,p) ~ (J,p), 
(y + x,p) ~ (J,p) 

ID(x,p), ID(y,p) 

ID(x + y,p) 

(x,p) ~ (J,p) 

(x. y,p) ~ (y,p) 

ID(x,p) 

ID(x· y,p) 

(x,p) ~ (J,p), q > p 

(v:b,(x),p) ~ (J,p) 

ID(x,p), q > p 

lO(v:b,(x),p) 

(x,p) ~ (J,p), q:C; p 

(v:b,(x),p) ~ (J,p) 

ID(x,p), q :c; p 

lO(v:b,(x),p) 

,ID(x,q+r) 

Table 4: Rules for operational semantics of BPA'at (a E A, r > 0, p, q ~ 0) 
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These rules are easy to understand. We will only explain the rules for the absolute 
delay operator (aabs). The first pair of rules expresses that the action related capabil
ities of a process a~bs(x) at time p include those of process x at time p. The second 
pair of rules expresses that the action related capabilities of a process a;bs (x) at time 
p + r include those of process x at time p shifted in time by r (p ~ 0, r > 0). The 
third pair of rules expresses that the time related capabilities of a process a~bs (x) at 
time p + q include those of process x at time p shifted in time by q (q ~ 0). The 
fourth pair of rules expresses that a process a;bs (x) can idle from any time p ~ 0 to 
any time q < r and that it can also idle to time r provided that process x can reach 
time O. 

By identifying bisimilar processes we obtain our preferred model of BP A sat. One 
process is (strongly) bisimilar to another process means that if one of the processes 
is capable of doing a certain step, i.e. performing a certain action at a certain time 
or idling from a certain time to another, and next going on as a certain subsequent 
process then the other process is capable of doing the same step and next going on 
as a process bisimilar to the subsequent process. More precisely, a bisimulation on 
RTTS (A) is a symmetric binary relation R on the set of states 5 such that: 

1. if R(s,t) and (s,p) ~ (s',p), then there is a t' such that (t,p) ~ (t',p) and 
R(s', t'); 

2. if R(s, t), then (s,p) ~ (y',p) iff (t,p) ~ (y',p); 
3. if R(s, t) and (s,p) 8 (s', q), then there is a t' such that (t,p) 8 (t', q) and 

R(s', t'); 
4. if R(s, t), then ID(s,p) iff ID(t,p). 

We say that two closed terms s and t are bisimilar, written s B t, if there exists 
a bisimulation R such that R(s, t). It is known from [8] that if a term deduction 
system in panth format is stratifiable, bisimulation equivalence is a congruence for 
the operators in the signature concerned. Consequently, bisimulation equivalence is 
a congruence for the operators of BP A sat. For this reason, the operators of BPA,.t 
can be defined on the set of bisimulation equivalence classes. We can prove that 
this results in a model for BPA,a" i.e. all equations derivable in BPA,at hold. As in 
connection with the other axiomatizations presented in this paper, we leave it as an 
open problem whether the axioms of BPA,at form a complete axiomatization for this 
model. 

2.2 Algebra of communicating processes 

In ACP,at, we have, in addition to sequential and alternative composition, parallel 
composition of processes. The process x II y is the process that proceeds with the 
processes x and y in parallel. Furthermore, we have the encapsulation operators OH 
(one for each H <:;:: A) which turns all urgent actions ii, where a E H, into 8. As in ACP, 
we also have the auxiliary operators ~ (left merge) and I (communication merge) to 
get a finite axiomatization of the parallel composition operator. The processes x ~ y 
and x II yare the same except that x ~ y must start to perform actions by performing 
an action of x. The processes x I y and x II yare the same except that x I y must start 
to perform actions by performing an action of x and an action of y synchronously. In 
case of ACP,at, an additional auxiliary operator Vab, (absolute urgent initialization) 
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is needed. The process V.b, (x) is the part of process x that starts to perform actions 
at time O. 

The operator V.b, of ACP"t is simply the operator V.b, of ACPdat [4] lifted to the 
real time setting. 

Signature of ACP"t The signature of ACP"t is the signature of BPA"t extended 
with the parallel composition operator II: P X P -+ P, the left merge operator ~: 
P X P -+ P, the communication merge operator I: P x P -+ P, the encapsulation 
operators {)H : P -+ P (for each H ~ A), and the absolute urgent initialization 
operator V.b, : P -+ P. 

Axioms of ACP"t The axiom system of ACP,at consists of the axioms of BPA,at 
and the equations given in Table 5. 

Axioms CM1, CM4, CM8, CM9, D3 and D4 are common to ACP and all real and 
discrete time versions of ACP. Axioms CF1SA, CF2SA, CM2SA, CM3SA, CM5SA
CM7SA, D1SA and D2SA are simple reformulations of the axioms CF1, CF2, CM2, 
CM3, CM5-CM7, D1 and D2 of ACP: constants a (a E Ao) have been replaced by 
constants ii, and in addition to that certain variables x have been replaced by x + 8 
in CM2SA and CM3SA. Recall that x + 8 = x if x "I J, and J + 8 = 8. This means 
that x + 8 never stands for J. Axioms SACM1 and SACM2 represent the interaction 
of absolute delay with left merge. Axiom SACM2 shows that if two parallel processes 
start to perform actions by performing an action of one of them and that process starts 
to perform actions at a certain time, only the part of the other process proceeds that 
starts to perform actions at the same time or later. What happens if such a part does 
not exist, is reflected more clearly by a generalization of axiom SACM1 than by that 
axiom itself. This generalization, which is derivable from the axioms of ACP,at, is 
equation SACM1' given in Table 6. Note that a term of the form if.'b,(Y) stands for an 
arbitrary process that starts to perform actions before time p; and that a term of the 
form ~b,(V.b'(Z) + 8) stands for an arbitrary process that starts to perform actions 
at time p or deadlocks at time p. So equation SACM1' expresses that if the process 
that would perform the first action can only do so after the ultimate time to start 
performing actions or to deadlock for the other process, the result will be a deadlock 
at this ultimate starting time. Note that in case of sequential processes, the process 
that would first perform actions can always do so, irrespective of the ultimate starting 
time for the other process. This difference is apparent from equation SAT4', given in 
Table 6, which is derivable from the axioms of ACP,at and the standard initialization 
axioms SI13 and SI16 (Table 14, page 21). Axioms SACM3-SACM5 represent the 
interaction of absolute delay with communication merge. Axioms SACM4 and SACM5 
are similar to axioms SACM1 and SACM2. Axiom SACM3 is needed as well because 
communication merge requires that both processes concerned start performing actions 
at the same time. Axiom SACM5 is simpler than axiom SACM2 just because of the 
left distributivity of the communication merge (axiom CM9). Equations SACM3' 
and SACM4' given in Table 6 generalize axioms SACM3 and SACM4 like equation 
SACM1' generalizes axiom SACMl. Axiom SAD represents the (lack of) interaction of 
absolute delay with encapsulation. Axioms SAUO-SAU4 reflect the intended meaning 
of the urgent initialization operator clearly. 

We can prove that the operators II, ~, I, {)H and V.b, can be eliminated in closed 
terms of ACP"t. Because of the elimination result for BPA,at, we are permitted to 
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a I b = c if 'Y( a, b) = c 

a I b = 8 if 'Y( a, b) undefined 

CF1SA 

CF2SA 

x II y = (x ~ y + y ~ x) + x I y CMl 
j ~x = j CMIDl 

x ~J = 8 CMID2 

a ~ (x + 8) = a .(x + 8) CM2SA 

a·x ~ (y + 8) = a·(x II (y + 8)) CM3SA 

a;b'(x) ~ (V'b'(y) + J) = J SACMl 

a!'b,(x) ~ (V;b,(Y) + a;b,(z)) = a!'b,(X ~ z) SACM2 
(x + y) ~ z = x ~ z + y ~ z CM4 

8 I x = 8 CMID3 

x18=8 CMID4 

a ·X I b = (a I b) . x CM5SA 

a I b'x = (a I b) . x CM6SA 

a·x I b'y = (a I b) . (x II y) CM7SA 

(V'b'(X) + 8) I a;b'(y) = 8 SACM3 

a;b'(x) I (V.b'(Y) + 8) = 8 SACM4 

a!'b,(x) I a!'b,(Y) = a~b'(x I y) SACM5 

(x + y) I z = x I z + Y I z CMS 

x I (y + z) = x I Y + x I z CM9 

8H (8) = 8 
8H (a) = a if a cJ H 
8H (a) = 8 if a E H 

8H(a;b,(x)) = a:b,(8H(x)) 
8H (x + y) = 8H (x) + 8H(Y) 
8H (x· y) = 8H (x) . 8H (y) 

v'b,(8) = 8 

V'b,(a) = a 
V,b,(a;b,(x)) = 8 
V.b,(X + y) = V.b,(X) + V.b'(Y) 
V.b,(X·Y) =V,b,(X)'Y 

DO 

DlSA 

D2SA 

SAD 

D3 

D4 

SAUO 

SAUl 

SAU2 

SAU3 

SAU4 

Table 5: Additional axioms for ACP,at (a, bE A., c E A, p :::: 0, r > 0) 

SAT4' 

SACM1' 

SACM3' 

SACM4' 

Table 6: Some derivable equations (p:::: 0, r > 0) 

use induction on the structure of basic terms over BPA"t to prove statements for all 
closed terms of ACP,at. 

Examples We give some examples of a closed term of ACP,at and the corresponding 
basic term (in case ,(a, b) and ,(a, c) are undefined): 
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"~b! (a) II "~b! (b) . ":b~ (e) = "~b! (a. b . 6 + b . 6) 
,,5.1(a} II ,,4.9(b} . ,,5.1(e} = ,,4.9(b ."o·'(a. e + e. a}} abs abs abs abs .. bs 

5 (-) II 4.9(-} 5.1 (-) _ 4.9(- 0.1 (- 0.1-Uabs a O"abs b . £Tabs C - £Tabs b 'Uabs a 'O'"abs( c))) 
V.b'("~b!(a} II ":b~(b} . "~b!(e}} = '8 

Semantics of ACP,a' The structured operational semantics of ACP'" is described 
by the rules for BPA'" and the rules given in Table 7. 

(x,p) --"-t (x',p), ,ID(y,p} 

(x II y,p) --"-t (x' II y,p), (y II x,p) --"-t (y II x',p), (x Il y,p) --"-t (x' II y,p) 

(x,p) --"-t (v,p), ,ID(y,p} 

(x II y,p) --"-t (y,p), (y II x,p) --"-t (y,p), (x Il y,p) --"-t (y,p) 

(x,p) --"-t (x',p), (y,p) -"-+ (y',p), '"I(a,b} = c 

(x II y,p) --"-t (x' II y',p), (x I y,p) --"-t (x' II y',p) 

(x,p) --"-t (x',p), (y,p) -"-+ (v,p), '"I(a,b} = c 

(x II y,p) --"-t (x',p), (y II x,p) --"-t (x',p), 
(x I y,p) --"-t (x',p), (y I x,p) --"-t (x',p) 

(x,p) --"-t (v,p), (y,p) -"-+ (v,p), '"I(a,b} = c 

(x II y,p) --"-t (v,p), (x I y,p) --"-t (v,p) 

(x,p) H (x,p + r), (y,p) H (y,p + r) 
(x II y,p) H (x II y,p + r), (x Il y,p) H (x Il y,p + r), 

(x I y,p) H (x I y,p + r) 
lD(x,p} 

ID(x II y,p}, ID(y II x,p}, ID(x Il y,p}, 
ID(y Il x,p}, ID(x I y,p}, ID(y I x,p} 

(x,p) --"-t (x',p), a rj H 

(8H(x},p) --"-t (8H(x'},p) 

(x,p) H (x,p + r) 
(8H(X},p) H (8H(x),p + r) 

(x, 0) --"-t (x', 0) 

(V.b,(X},O) --"-t (x', 0) 

ID(x, a} 

ID(v.b,(X}, 0) 

(x,p) --"-t (v,p), a rj H 

(8H(X),p) --"-t (v,p) 

ID(x,p} 

ID(8H(x},p) 

(x, 0) --"-t (v, 0) 

(V'b'(X), 0) --"-t (v, 0) 

ID(v'b'(X), r} 

Table 7: Additional rules for ACP'" (a, b, C E A, r > 0, p 2': 0) 

These rules are easy to understand. We will only mention that the first two rules 
for the parallel composition operator (II) express that a process x loses all its action 
related capabilities at time p if it is put in parallel with a process y that can not reach 
time p, and that the last rule for this operator expresses that in such cases the parallel 
composition can not reach time p either. As in the case of BPA"', we obtain a term 
deduction system in panth format that is stratifiable, so bisimulation equivalence is 
also a congruence for the additional operators of ACP"'. Therefore, these operators 
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can be defined on the set of bisimulation equivalence classes as well. As in the case 
of BPA,at, we can prove that this results in a model for ACP,at. 

2.3 Time-stamped actions 

The real time versions ACPp, ACPrp and ACPpCT [1, 3] feature time-stamped actions 
- and thus combine execution of actions and passage of time. The time-stamped 
actions defined below are more closely related to the ones in ACPsp [5], the real time 
version of ACP from which ACP,at originates. This is because ACPsp, like ACPsat 
and unlike ACPp, ACPrp and ACPpCT, does not exclude the possibility oftwo or more 
actions to be performed consecutively at the same point in time. 

Time-stamped actions are defined in terms of urgent actions and the delay operator 
in Table 8. We also define a time-stamped version of immediate deadlock. In ACPp 

a(p) = O"~bs (a) 
j(p) = ~bs(j) 

Table 8: Definitions of time-stamped actions and immediate deadlock (a E Ali, P 2: 0) 

and ACPrp, which exclude the possibility of two or more actions to be performed 
consecutively at the same point in time, there is no reason to distinguish, for instance, 
between the processes a(p+r)·o(p+r) and a(p+r) ·b(p) (r > 0). In ACP,at, unlike in 
ACPsp, distinction is made in comparable cases by introducing immediate deadlock 
to deal with timing inconsistencies. Therefore, we have to introduce time-stamped 
immediate deadlock here. 

We now consider the signature of BPAsat with time-stamped actions, i.e. the signa
ture of BPA,at, but with the urgent action constants ii, the urgent deadlock constant 
J, the immediate deadlock constant J and the delay operator CT abs replaced by the 
time-stamped action constants ii(p) and the time-stamped deadlock constants J (P) 
and J(p). From the axioms of BPA,at and the definitions of time-stamped actions and 
immediate deadlock, we can easily derive the equations given in Table 9 for closed 
terms. Axioms A1-A5 from Table 1 and the equations from Table 9 together can be 
considered to form the axioms of BPAsat with time-stamped actions. The differences 
with the axioms of BPAspo in [5] are all due to the different treatment of timing 
inconsistencies. Extension of this version to ACP is left to the reader. 

3 Extension of Acpsat 

In this section, we describe the extension of ACPsat with integration and initial ab
straction. The extension with integration is needed to be able to embed discrete time 
process algebras, as exemplified in Section 5.3. The extension with initial abstraction 
is needed to be able to embed process algebras with relative timing, as illustrated in 
Section 4.3. 

Integration and initial abstraction are both variable binding operators. Following 
e.g. [20], we will introduce variable binding operators by a declaration of the form 
f : SI1, ... , Slkl . Sl X ... X Snb ... , Snkn . Sn -+ S. Hereby is indicated that f 
combines an operator f* : ((SI1 x ... x Slk,) -+ Sl) x ... x ((Sn1 x ... X SnkJ -+ 
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x + &(0) = x A6TSIDa 

J(p) + &(p) = J(p) A6TSIDb 
&(p) . x = &(p) A7TSID 

a(p) . x = a(p) . V:b,(X) SATTS 

a(p) + J(p) = a(p) A6TSa 

J(P + r) + J(p) = 8(p + r) A6TSb 

8(P) . x = 8(P) A7TS 

V:b,(&(P + q)) = &(p + q) SATSIl 

v::.r(&(P)) = &(p+r) SATSI2 

v:b,(a(p + q)) = a(p + q) SATSI3 

v::.r(a(p)) = &(p+r) SATSI4 

V:b,(X + y) = V:b,(X) + V:b,(Y) SATSI5 

V:b,(X· y) = V:b, (X) . Y SATSI6 

Table 9: Additional axioms for time-stamped actions (a EA., p, q 2: 0, r > 0) 

Sn) -+ S with A-calculus-like functional abstraction, binding k; variables ranging over 
Sil, ... , Sik, in the ith argument (0 ::::: i ::::: n). Applications of f have the following 
form: f (xu, ... , XJk • . t J , ... , XnI. ... , Xnkn . tn ), where each Xij is a variable of sort Sij 

and each ti is a term of sort Si. 

Integration requires a more extensive theory of the non-negative real numbers than 
the minimal theory sketched at the beginning of Section 2 (page 4). In the first place, 
it has to include a theory of sets of non-negative real numbers that makes it possible to 
deal with set membership and set equality. Besides, the theory should cover suprema 
of sets of non-negative real numbers. 

First, in Section 3.1, ACP,.t is extended with integration. After that, in Sec
tion 3.2, initial abstraction is added. Finally, some useful additional axioms, derivable 
for closed terms, are given in Section 3.3. 

3.1 Integration 

We add the integration operator J to ACP,at. It provides for alternative composition 
over a continuum of alternatives. That is, JVEV P, where v is a variable ranging over 
~<:o, V ~ ~<:o and P is a term that may contain free variables, proceeds as one of 
the alternatives P[p/ v] for p E V. The resulting theory is called ACP,at!. Obviously, 
we could first have added integration to BPA,at, resulting in BPA'atI, and then have 
extended BPA,atI to deal with parallelism and communication. 

Signature of ACP,atI The signature of ACP,atI is the signature of ACP,at extended 
with the integration (variable-binding) operator J: P(~2:o) x ~2:0 . P -+ P. 

We assume that an infinite set of time variables ranging over lR>o has been given, and 
denote them by v, w, .... Furthermore, we use V, W, ... to denote subsets of ~>o. We 
denote terms of ACP,atI by P, Q, .... We will use the following notational convention. 
We write JVEV P for J(V, v . Pl· 

Axiom system of ACP,atI The axiom system of ACP,atI consists of the axioms of 
ACP,at and the equations given in Table 10. 
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fVE0 P = J 
fVE{P} P = P[Pj v] 

fVEVUW P = fVEV P + fvEW P 
V oF 0 '* fVEV R = R 

INTi 

INT2 

INT3 

INT4 

(lip E V • P[Pj v] = Q[Pj v]) '* fVEV P = fVEV Q INT5 

V~b,(fVEV P) = fVEV v~b'(P) if P oF v 

V;b,(fvEv P) = fvEv V;b,(P) if p oF v 

V.b, (fVEV P) = fVEV v.",(P) 

INT6 
INT7 

INT8 

INT9 
INTlO 

INTH 

INT12 

INT13 

INT14 

INT15 

SAT06 

SAI6 

SAU5 

Table 10: Axioms for integration (p 2: 0, v not free in R) 

Axioms INTI-INT5 are the crucial axioms of integration. They reflect the informal 
explanation that JUEV P proceeds as one of the alternatives Pfp/ v] for p E V. The 
remaining axioms are all easily understood by realizing that J stands for an infinite 
alternative composition. 

We can prove that the auxiliary operators V,b, and v,bs> as well as sequential 
compositions in which the form of the first operand is not a (a E A) and alternative 
compositions in which the form of the first operand is ~b' (t), can be eliminated in 
closed terms of BP A,.t I with a restricted form of integration. Basically, this restriction 
means that in terms of the form JVEV P, V is an interval of which the bounds are given 
by linear expressions over time variables and P is of the form (T~b,(a) or (T~b,(a). t (a E 
A.). This restricted form of integration is essentially the same as prefixed integration 
from [24] (see also [19]). The terms that remain after exhaustive elimination are 
called the basic terms over BPA sat with restricted integration. We can also prove that 
the operators II, ~, I, 8H and V,b, can be eliminated in closed terms of ACP,·t with 
restricted integration. Because of these elimination results, we are permitted to use 
induction on the structure of basic terms over BP A,.t with restricted integration to 
prove statements for all closed terms of ACP,.t with restricted integration. 

Examples We give some examples of a closed term of ACP,.t with restricted integra
tion and the corresponding basic term: 

fUEI,.9,Sl) O"~b,(V.b'(O"~b~(a) II O":b~(b)· O"~b:(c))) = O"~b:(J) 
fVEI,.9,s.l) O"~b,(a) + fUEI,.9,s.l) O"~b,(b) = fVEI,.9,S.l) O"~b,(a + b) 
(fuEI,.9,S.l) O"~b,(a» I (fuEI,.9,s.l) O"~b,(b» = fVEI,.9,s.l) O"~b'(c) if -y(a, b) = c 

(fvEI,.9,s.l) O"~b,(a» I (fvEI •. 9,s.l) O"~b,(b» = fUEI •. 9,s.l) O"~b,(J) if -y(a, b) undefined 
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Semantics of AcpsatI The structured operational semantics of ACP,atI is described 
by the rules for ACP,at and the rules given in Table 11. 

(P[q/v),p) ~ (P',p), q E V 

(JVEV P,p) ~ (P',p) 

(P[q/ v),p) H (P[q/ v),p + r), q E V 

(JvEV P,p) H (JvEV P,p + r) 

(P[q/ v),p) ~ ("I,p), q E V 

(JvEV P,p) ~ ("I,p) 

ID{P[q/ v),p) for all q E V 

ID(JVEV P,p) 

Table 11: Rules for integration (a E A, r > 0, p, q 2:: 0) 

The rules for integration are simple generalizations of the rules for alternative com
position to the infinite case. We can reformulate them as rules of a term deduction 
system in panth format that is stratifiable, so bisimulation equivalence is also a con
gruence for the integration operator. Hence, this operator can be defined on the set 
of bisimulation equivalence classes as well. As in the case of BPA sat and ACP .. t, we 
can prove that this results in a model for ACP,atl. We will call this model MA • 

3.2 Initial abstraction 

We add the initial abstraction operator V. to ACP,atl. It provides for (simple) para
metric timing: V. v . F, where v is a variable ranging over iR2;o and F is a term that 
may contain free variables, proceeds as F[p; v] if initialized at time p E iR2;o. This 
means that V. v . F denotes a function f : iR2;o -+ P that satisfies f(p) = v:bs(f(p» 
for all p E iR2;o. In the resulting theory, called ACpsatU, the sort P of processes is 
replaced by the sort P' of parametric time processes. Of course, it is also possible to 
add the initial abstraction operator to ACP,at, resulting in a theory ACP,a\/. 

Signature of ACP,atIv' The signature of Acpsatlv' is the signature of ACP,atI ex
tended with the initial abstraction (variable-binding) operator V. : iR2;o . P' -+ p'. 

We now use x, y, ... to denote variables of sort p'. Terms of AcpsatIv' are denoted 
by F, G, .... We will use the following notational convention. We write V. v . F for 
v.(v. F). 

Axiom system of AcpsatIv' The axiom system of ACP,atU consists of the axioms 
of AcpsatI and the equations given in Table 12. 

Axioms SIAl and SIA2 are similar to the (l<- and .B-conversion rules of A-calculus. 
Axiom SIA3 points out that multiple initial abstractions can simply be replaced by 
one. Axiom SIA4 shows that processes with absolute timing can be treated as special 
cases of processes with parametric timing: they do not vary with different initialization 
times. Axiom SIA5 is an extensionality axiom. Axiom SIA6 expresses that in case 
a process performs an action and then proceeds as another process, the initialization 
time of the latter process is the time at which the action is performed. Notice that 
the equation a·x = a ·V~bs (x) is a special case of axiom SIA6. The related equation 
if.'bs(X) = O"~bs(V~bs(X» follows immediately from axioms SATI and SAT2 (Table 2, 
page 6). Axioms SIA 7-SIA17 become easier to understand by realizing that V. v . F 
denotes a function f : iR2;o -+ P such that f(p) = v~bs(f(P» for all p E iR2;O. This is 
reflected by the equation 
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v,w.G=v,v.G[v/w] SIAl 

v~b'(V, v. F) = v:b,(F[P/ v]) SIA2 
v,v. (v,w.F) = v,v.F[v/w] SIA3 

G=v,v.G SIA4 

(Vp E lR~o • v~b'(:Z;) = v~b'(Y)) =? :z; = Y SIA5 

a!'b,(a) .:Z; = O'~b,(a) . v~b'(:Z;) SIA6 

O':b, ( v, v . F) = O':b, (F[O/ v]) 
(v,v. F) + G = v,v. (F + v~b,(G)) 
(V, v. F) . G = V, v. (F· G) 

v~b'( V, v . F) = V, v . v~",(F) if p '" v 
(v,v. F) ~ G = v,v. (F ~ v~b,(G)) 
G ~ (v,v. F) = v,v. (v~b,(G) ~ F) 
(v,v. F) I G = v,v. (F I v~b,(G)) 
G I (v,v. F) = v,v. (v~b,(G) I F) 
8H (v,v.F) = v,v.8H (F) 

SIA7 

SlAB 
SlAg 

SIAlO 

SIAll 

SIA12 

SIA13 

SIA14 

SIA15 

SIA16 !I.b, ( V, v . F) = V, v . !I.b.(F) 

JVEV(V, w. F) = V, w. (JVEV F) if v'" w SIA17 

Table 12: Axioms for standard initial abstraction (p 2: 0, v not free in G) 

which can be derived - without using axioms SIA7-SIA17 - for all closed terms F by 
means of the extensionality axiom. 

The elimination results for ACP,a'I v' with the restricted form of integration men
tioned in Section 3.1 are essentially the same as the ones for ACP,a'I with the restricted 
form of integration. Besides, all closed terms of ACP,a'Iv' with this restricted form of 
integration can be written in the form V. v . F where F is a basic term over BPA,a' 
with restricted integration. 

Examples We give some examples of a closed term of ACP,a'Iv' with restricted inte
gration, the corresponding term of the form V. v . F where F is a basic term and, if 
possible, the corresponding basic term without initial abstraction: 

. / v+2.3( / W (-)) _ / v (-) Vsv.Vabs VSW'O"abs a -ysV'Uabs a 
/ -v+2.3( / W (-)) _ / v+2.3(-) 

Vs v . Vabs Vs W . Uabs a - Vs V. O"abs a 
-3.9( / -v+2.3( r W (-))) / 6.2(~) 6.2(~) 
Vabs Vs v . Vabs JwE[6,6.1) O"abs a = Vs v . Uabs U = O"abs () 

-3.6( / -v+2.3( r W (-))) _ / r W (-) _ r W (-) 
Vabs Vs V . V .. bs Jw E[6,6.1) Uabs a - Vs v . Jw E[6,6.1) Uabs a - Jw E[6,6.1) Uabs a 

On the basis of the rules for its operational semantics, the operators of ACP,a'I 
can also be directly defined on real time transition systems in a straightforward way. 
In the following, we will describe a model of ACP,a'Iv' in terms of these operators. 

Semantics of ACP,a'Iv' We have to extend RTTS(A) to the function space 

RTTS'(A) = {f : R~o -t RTTS(A) I 'Vp E R~o • f(p) = v~b,(f(P))} 

of real time transition systems with parametric timing. We use f, g, ... to denote 
elements of RTTS'(A). In Table 13, the constants and operators of ACP,a'Iv' are 
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defined on RTTS*(A). We use A-notation for functions - here t is a variable ranging 
over lR~o. We write j(t) * 9 for the real time transition system obtained from j(t) 
by replacing (s,p) ~ (.,J,p) by (s,p) ~ (s',p), where s' is the root state of g(p), 
whenever s is reachable from the root state of j(t). 

8=>'t.8 
- -t (-) a = At. vabs a 

U:b,(I) = >.t. V;b'(U:b,(I(O))) 
f + 9 = >.t. (I(t) + g(t)) 
f· 9 = >.t. (I(t) • g) 

v~b,(I) = >.t. v!b,(v~b,(I(t))) 
v:b,(I) = f(p) 

f II 9 = >.t . (I(t) II g(t)) 
f ~ 9 = >.t. (I(t) ~ g(t)) 
fig = >.t. (I(t) I g(t)) 
8H(I) = >.t. 8H(I(t)) 
lI,b,(I) = >.t. V;b,(II,b,(I(t))) 

JVEv(l) = >.t. JvEv(l(t)) 
v;cp = >.t. V;b,(CP(t)) 

Table 13: Definition of operators on RTTS* (r.p: lR>o -+ RTTS*(A), a E AD' P E lR>o) 

We say that j, 9 E RTTS*(A) are bisimilar iffor all p E lR>o, there exists a bisimulation 
R such that R(J(p),g(p)). We obtain a model of ACPsa'Iv' by defining all operators 
on the set of bisimulation equivalence classes. We will call this model Mi... Notice that 
j E RTTS*(A) corresponds to a process that can be written with the constants and 
operators of ACP,a'I only iff v~b,(J) = f. In fact, MA is isomorphic to a subalgebra 
of Mi... 

3.3 Standard initialization axioms 

In Table 14, some equations concerning initialization and time-out are given that 
hold in the model Mi.., and that are derivable for closed terms of ACP,a'Iv'. We 
will use these axioms in proofs in subsequent sections. Notice that the very useful 
equation v~b,(V~b'(X)) = V~b'(X) is a special case of axiom SI2. We can easily prove, 
using equation SIAl (page 19) and the standard initialization axioms, that initial 
abstraction distributes over +, II, ~ and I: ' 

( J. v . F) 0 (J. v . F') = J. v . (F 0 F') DISTRO 

for 0 = +, II, ~, I. Using this fact shortens many of the calculations needed in the 
proof of Theorem 6 (embedding of ACP'" in Acpsa'v'). 

4 Real time process algebra: relative timing 

In this section, we give the signature, axioms and term model of ACP"', a standard 
real time process algebra with relative timing. ACP'" originates from the theory 
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SIl 
SI2 
SI3 
SI4 
SI5 
SI6 
SI7 

SI8 
SI9 
SIlO 
SIll 
SIl2 
SIl3 
SIl4 
SIl5 
SIl6 
SIl7 

Table 14: Standard initialization axioms (p, q, q' 2': 0, r > 0) 

ACPst, presented in [5]. Like ACPst, it separates execution of actions and passage of 
time. 

First, in Section 4.1, we treat BPA"!, basic standard real time process algebra 
with relative timing, in which parallelism and communication are not considered. 
After that, in Section 4.2, BPA'" is extended to ACP'" to deal with parallelism and 
communication as well. Finally, we show in Section 4.3 how ACP'" can be embedded 
in ACP"'v'. 

4.1 Basic process algebra 

In BPA"', we have the constants a and :s instead of a and J, and the operator arel - ~ 
(relative delay) instead of aabs (absolute delay). The constants a and /j stand for a 
without any delay and a deadlock without any delay, respectively. The process a;.1(x) 
is the process x delayed for a period of time p. We also have relative counterparts 
of the absolute time-out and initialization operators: vrel (relative time-out) and vrel 
(relative initialization). The process v;.1 (x) is the part of x that starts to perform 
actions after a period of time shorter than p. The process V;'I (x) is the part of x that 
starts to perform actions after a period of time longer than or equal to p. 

The notation a for urgent actions in case of relative timing was also used in 
ACPst [5], the theory from which ACP,rl originates. 

Signature of BPA'" The signature of BPA'" consists of the urgent action constants 
a : --; pr (for each a E A), the urgent deadlock constant :s : --; pr, the immediate 
deadlock constant J : --; pr, the alternative composition operator +: pr X pr --; pr, 
the sequential composition operator . : pr X pr --; pr, the relative delay operator 
a,el : lR>o x pr --; pr, the relative time-out operator Vrel : lR>o x pr --; pr, and the - -
relative initialization operator vrel : lR20 x pr --; pr. 
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Axioms of BPA"I The axiom system of BPA',I consists of the equations given in 
Tables 1 and 15. 

(T~.lz;) = x SRTI 
.,;." (T~., (x)) = ";"1"q (x) SRT2 
(T~,(x) + ";",(y) = (T~,(x + y) SRT3 
";",(x). y = (T~,(x· y) SRT4 
a+&=a A6SRa 
(T~.,(x) + J = (T~.,(x) A6SRb 
~ ~ 

{,·x = (, A7SR 

v~,(o5) = 8 SRTOO 
r (~) ~ 

Vrel a = a SRTOI 
o 0 

v",(x) = (, SRT02 
v~1"q(.,;.,,(x)) = (T~,(V~.,(X)) SRT03 
v~,(x + y) = v~,(x) + ~,(y) SRT04 
v~,(x. y) = v~,(x) . y SRT05 

_p () - p 0) v rel 6 - U rel (8 SR10 
v~,(x) = x SR11 
v~.,(a) = (T~.,(o5) SR12 
-p+q( p ( )) - p (-q ( )) V rel u rel X - Urel v rel X SR13 
v~,(x + y) = v~,(x) + v~,(y) SR14 
v~,(x' y) = v~,(x) . y SR15 

Table 15: Additional axioms for BPAsrl (a E A" p, q 2: 0, r > 0) 

The axioms of BPA sri are to a large extent simple reformulations of the axioms of 
BPA'al. That is, constants a (a E A,) have been replaced by constants a, and the 
operators <Tab., vab• and vab• have been replaced by <T,e" v re, and vre" respectively. 
Striking is the replacement of the axioms SAT4, SAT5 and SAT6 by the simple axiom 
SRT4. This axiom reflects that timing is relative to the most recent execution of 
an action. Axioms SRID-SRI5 are reformulations, in the above-mentioned way, of 
alternative axioms for axioms SAID-SAI5 - which, unlike axioms SAID-SAI5, do not 
accommodate the addition of initial abstraction (see also Section 2.1). 

Similar to the case of BP A'at, we can prove that the auxiliary operators vre, and 
vre" as well as sequential compositions in which the form of the first operand is not a 
(a E A) and alternative compositions in which the form of the first operand is a;.,(t), 
can be eliminated in closed terms of BPAsrl. The terms that remain after exhaustive 
elimination are called the basic terms over BPAsrl. Because of this elimination result, 
we are permitted to use induction on the structure of basic terms over BPA sri to prove 
statements for all closed terms of BPAsrl. 

Examples We give some examples of a closed term of BPAsrl and the corresponding 
basic term: 

(TS (a) . (T4.9(b) = (TS (a.(T4.9(b)) 
rei rei rei rei 

(TS (a) . (T4.9(~b) + (TS.l(~)) = (TS (a '(T4.9(~b + (TO.2(~))) 
rei rei rei rei rei rei 

VS (T4.9(a) + (Ts.l(~b)) = (T4.9(a + (TO.l(~)) 
rei rei rei rei rei U 

vS (T4.9(a) + (TS.l (~b)) = (TS.l (~b) 
rei rei rei rei 
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Semantics of BP A'" In case of relative timing, we can use a simple kind of real time 
transition system. A real time transition system with relative timing over A, consists 
of a set of states S, a root state pES and four kinds of relations on states: 

a binary relation _ ~ _ for each a E A, 
a unary relation _ ~ y' for each a E A, 
a binary relation _ H _ for each r E lR>o, 
a unary relation 10(_); 

satisfying 

1. if s I r+r') s', r, r' > 0, then there is a s" such that s H s" and s" ~ s'; 
2. if s H s" and s" ~ s', then s I r+r') s'. 

We write RTTS'(A) for the set of all real time transition systems with relative timing 
over A. 

We shall associate a transition system TS'(t) in RTTS'(A) with a closed term t 
of BPAsr' like before in the case of absolute timing. In case of relative timing, the 
action step, action termination, time step and immediate deadlock relations can be 
explained as follows: 

t ~ t': process t is capable of first performing action a without the least delay 
and then proceeding as process t'; 

t ~ y': process t is capable of first performing action a without the least delay 
and then terminating successfully; 

t H t': process t is capable of first idling for a time period r 
and then proceeding as process t'; 

10(t): process t is not capable of reaching the present time. 

A structured operational semantics of BPA sa' is described by the rules given in 
Table 16. In one of the rules for the alternative composition operator, a negative 
formula of the form t ~ is used as a premise. A negative formula t ~ means that 
for all closed terms t' of BPA ,,' not t H t'. Hence, t ~ is to be read as "process t is 
not capable of idling for a time period r" . 

Clearly, changing from absolute timing to relative timing leads to a significant simpli
fication of the operational semantics. However, note that there are two rules now for 
the alternative composition operator concerning time related capabilities of a process 
x + y. These rules have complementary premises. Together they enforce that the 
choice between two idling processes is postponed till at least one of the processes 
cannot idle any longer. 

Also the notion of bisimulation becomes simpler in case of relative timing. A 
bisimulation on RTTS'(A) is a symmetric binary relation R on the set of states S such 
that: 

1. if R(s, t) and s ~ s', then there is a t' such that t ~ t' and R(s', t'); 

2. if R(s, t), then s ~ y' iff t ~ y'; 
3. if R(s, t) and s H s', then there is a t' such that t H t' and R(s', t'); 

4. if R(s, t), then 10(s) iff 10(t). 

As in the case of absolute timing, we obtain a model for BPA'" by identifying bisimilar 
processes. 
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X~X' 

.,.0 (x) ~ x' 
"I 

XHX' 

"'~'(X) 1 p+r , x' 

p>O 

x+y~x', Y+X~X' 

X H x', yr-]4 
X+yHX', Y+XHX' 

ID(x), ID(y) 

ID(x + y) 

X·Y~X'.y 

XHX' 

X~X' 

v r (x) ~ x' 
"I 

XHX',p>O 
p+r( ) r p ( ') V rel X ~ V rel X 

ID(v~.,(x)) 

V?el{X) ~ x' 

XHX', p<r 

v~,(x) H x' 

p>O 

~ a / a --=-t V 

.ID(x) 

x+Y~V' y+x~V 

XHX', yHy' 

x+yHx'+y' 

lD(x) 

ID(x. y) 

x~V 

v~.,(X) ~ V 
ID(x) 

ID(v~.,(x)) 

ID(x) 

ID(v~,(x)) 

Table 16: Rules for operational semantics of BPA'" (a E A, T > 0, p 2: 0) 

4.2 Algebra of communicating processes 

In ACpsr', we have a relative counterpart of the absolute urgent initialization operator: 
V,el (relative urgent initialization). The process V,el(X) is the part of process x that 
starts to perform actions without any delay. Like before in the case of absolute 
timing, we use the relative urgent initialization operator to axiomatize the parallel 
composition operator. 
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Signature of ACP"t The signature of ACP"t is the signature of BPA"t extended 
with the parallel composition operator II: P' X P' --+ P', the left merge operator 
~: P' X P' --+ P', the communication merge operator I: P' x P' --+ P', the encapsulation 
operators OH : P' --+ P' (for each H <;; A), and the relative urgent initialization 
operator 11,.1 : P' --+ P'. 

Axioms of ACP"t The axiom system of ACP"t consists of the axioms of BPA"t 
and the equations given in Table 17. 

::;:j I'::l I':::: 

a I b = c if ')'( a, b) = c 

a I b = J if ,),(a, b) undefined 

x II y = (x h + y ~ x) + x I y 

.5~x=.5 
x ~.5=.5 
I'::l r::::! I'::l ::::: 

a ~ (x + 0) = a .(x + 0) 
::::l I'::l I'::l I'::l 

a·x ~ (y + 0) = a .(x II (y + 0)) 
~ ~ 

a~.,(x) ~ ("",(y) + 0) = 0 
a;.,(x) ~ (v~.,(y) + a;',(z)) = a;.,(x ~ z) 

(x+y) ~z=x ~z+y ~z 

.5lx=.5 
xl.5=.5 
~ ::::: ::::;l Rj 

a;·xlb=(alb)·x 

a I b ·X = (a I b) . x 

a·x I b·y = (a I b) . (x II y) 
~ ~ 

(",.,(x) + 0) I a;.,(y) = 0 
~ ~ 

a;.,(x) I ("",(y) + 0) = 0 
a;.,(x) I a;.,(y) = a;.,(x I y) 

(x + y) I z = x I z + y I z 

x I (y + z) = x I y + x I z 

8H (.5) = .5 
8H (a) = a if a rf. H 

8H (a) = J if a E H 

8H(a;',(x)) = a;.,(8H(X)) 

8H(x + y) = 8H(x) + 8H(Y) 
8H(x. y) = 8R (x) .8R (y) 

1'",(.5) = .5 
v,.,(a) = a 
v",(a;.,(x)) = J 
v",(x + y) = v",(x) + "",(y) 

"",(x· y) = v",(x)· y 

CFISR 
CF2SR 

CMI 

CMIDI 

CMID2 
CM2SRlD 

CM3SRlD 

SRCMlID 

SRCM2ID 

CM4 

CMID3 

CMID4 

CM5SR 

CM6SR 

CM7SR 

SRCM3ID 

SRCM4ID 
SRCM5 

CM8 
CM9 

DO 
DlSR 

D2SR 

SRD 
D3 

D4 

SRUO 

SRUI 
SRU2 

SRU3 

SRU4 

Table 17: Additional axioms for ACP"t (a,b E A/j, c E A, P 2: 0, r > 0) 

The additional axioms of ACP"t are just simple reformulations of the additional ax
ioms of ACP,.t. That is, constants a (a E A/j) have been replaced by constants n, and 
the operators a,b,' v,b, and lIab' have been replaced by a"" v", and II"" respectively. 
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Similar to the case of ACpsa" we can prove that the operators II, ~, I, 8H and Vrel 

can be eliminated in closed terms of ACP"'. 'Because of the elimination result for 
BP A sr', we are permitted to use induction on the structure of basic terms over BPA sr' 
to prove statements for all closed terms of ACP"'. 

Examples We give some examples of a closed term of ACP'" and the corresponding 
basic term (in case r(a, c) is undefined): 

u 5 (ll) II u5.1(~b) . uO.3(,!!) = u5 (ll .uo.l(~b .,,0.3(,!!») 
reI rei reJ rei reI rei 

U5.I(ll) II U 5 (~b)' UO.3(,!!) = U 5 (~b ·uO.I(ll ._0.2(,!!») 
rei rei rei rei rei v rei 

u~~?(ll) II u~,8(b) . u~~,3(,!!) = u~,8(b .u~~,3(ll. '!! + ,!!. ll» 

Semantics of ACP'" The structured operational semantics of ACpsr' is described 
by the rules for BPA'" and the rules given in Table 18. 

x ~ x', ,ID(y) 

x II y ~ x' II y, y II x ~ y II x', x ~ y ~ x' II y 

x ~ v, ,ID(y) 

x II y ~ y, y II x ~ y, x ~ y ~ y 

x ~ x', y ~ y', l'(a, b) = c 

x II y ~ x' II y', x I y ~ x' II y' 

x ~ v, y -4 v, 'Y(a,b) = c 

x II y ~ v, x I y ~ v 
x ~ x', y -4 v' 'Y(a, b) = c 

X Ily~x', Yllx~x', x IY~x', Ylx~x' 

x II YHx'1l y', x ~YHX' ~y', x lyHx'1 y' 

ID(x) 

ID(x II y), ID(y II x), ID(x ~ y), 
ID(y ~ x), ID(x I y), ID(y I x) 

x~x',a~H x~v, artcH 

8H(x) ~ 8H(X') 8H(x) ~ v 
XHX' ID(x) 

8H(X) H 8H(x') ID(8H(x» 

x~x' x~v 

vrer(x) ~ X' v",(x) ~ .; 

ID(x) 

ID(v,.,(x» 

Table 18: Additional rules for ACpsr' (a, b, c E A, r > 0) 

Changing from absolute timing to relative timing also leads to a simplification of the 
additional rules for parallel composition, left merge, etc. As in the previous cases, we 
obtain a model for ACpsr' by identifying bisimilar processes. 

4.3 Embedding Acpsrt in Acpsaty' 

Consider two theories T and T'. An embedding of Tin T' is a term structure preserving 
injective mapping € from the terms of T to the terms of T' such that for all closed terms 
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s, t of T, s = t is derivable in T implies f(S) = f(t) is derivable in T'. If there exists an 
embedding of Tin T', we say that T can be embedded in T'. It roughly means that 
what is expressible in T remains expressible in T' and what is derivable in T remains 
derivable in T'. The requirement that f is term structure preserving means that, for 
all terms t of T with free variables among XI, ... , Xn and all closed terms t l , ... , tn of 
T of appropriate sorts, f(t[tI, ... , tn/ XI, ... , xnJ) = f(t)[f(tl)"'" f(tn)/ XI, ... , xnl. 

Let f be an operator that is not in the signature of theory T. An explicit definition 
of fin T is an equation f(Xl, ... , xn) = t where t is a term of T that does not contain 
other free variables than Xl, ... , xn . An extension of theory T with constants and 
operators defined by explicit definitions in T is called a definitional extension of T. 

Consider again two theories T and T'. Suppose that the constants and operators 
in the signature of T that are not in the signature of T' can be defined in T' by explicit 
definitions. Let Til be the resulting definitional extension of T'. Suppose further that 
the axioms of T are derivable for closed terms in Til. Then T can be embedded in T'. 
The explicit definitions induce the following embedding: 

f(X) = X 
f(f(tI, ... ,tn)) = f(f(tl)"'" f(tn)) if f in the signature of T'j 
f(f(tI,"" tn)) = *(tl),"" f(tn)/ XI, ... , xnl if the explicit definition of 

f is f(Xl,'" ,xn) = t. 

In this paper, we will show the existence of embeddings in the way outlined above. 
The explicit definitions needed to show that ACPsrt can be embedded in Acpsatv 

are given in Table 19. The following lemma presents an interesting property of pro-

Table 19: Definitions of relative time operators (a E A{j) 

cesses with relative timing. 

Lemma 4 For each closed term t of Acpsatv generated by the embedded constants 
and operators of ACPsrt, v:bs(t) = ":bs(t). 

Proof. It is straightforward to prove this by induction on the structure of t. We present 
only the case that t is of the form a ·t'. The other cases are similar, but simpler. 

v:bs (a ·t' ) = V:bs (( v. v . "~bs (a)) . t'l S~5 v:bs (( v. v . "~bs (a))) . t' S~2 
-p (t? (a)). t' S~3' ~ (a). t' S~6 ~ (a). -p (t') ~ p (a). "P (t') S~' 
Vabs abs abs abs Vabs a abs abs 
t? (- -0 (')) SAT1.2 "'" (-0 ( 0 (- -0 (')))) SIA2 abs a 'Vabs t = abs Vabs Uabs a 'Vabs t = 
_. (-0 (/ v (- -0 (')))) SATt.' _. (/ v (- -0 ('))) SAT'.IH ~bs Vabs Vs V. O"abs a 'Vabs t = aabs Vs v. Uabs a 'Vabs t = 
~bs ( V. V • ("~bs (a) . v~bs (t'))) SI~,9 ~bs (( v. v . "~bs (a)) . t'l = ~bs (a .t') 0 

Lemma 4 expresses that, for a process with relative timing, absolute initialization of 
the process at time p is the same as shifting the process in time from time 0 to time p 
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- which implies preceding absolute initialization at time O. It follows from Lemma 4 
and axiom SAI5 that for each pair of closed terms t, tf of ACP"'y' generated by the 
embedded constants and operators of ACP"', cr:bs(t . tf) = cr:bs(t) . tf. The condition 
that t is a term generated by the embedded constants and operators of ACP'" can not 
be dropped here. However, Lemma 5 points out that this condition is not a necessary 
one, since Vabs(t) is not equal to a term generated by the embedded constants and 
operators of ACP'" - unless t = J. Lemma 5 is needed in the proof of Theorem 6. 

Lemma 5 For each pair of closed terms t, tf of ACP,a'y' generated by the embedded 
constants and operators of ACP"', cr:bs(Vabs(t)· tf) = cr:bs(Vabs(t))· tf. 

Proof. It is straightforward to prove this by induction on the structure of t. The proof is 
extremely long. We present only the case that t is of the form a~el (tff). The other cases are 
similar, but simpler, and do not require case distinction. 

Case q = 0: cr:bs(Vabs(a~el(tff)). tf) .~I cr:bs(Vabs(a~bs(tff)). tf) Sg' 
<?bs(Vabs(v~bs(t'f)). tf) S~3 <?bs(V~bs(Vabs(tff)). tf) S~5 
<?bs(v~bs(Vabs(tff) . tf)) SA~.2 <?bs(Vabs(tff) . t') ~ <?bsCv.bs(t'f)) . t' SA~.2 
<?bs (v~bs (Vabs (tff))) . tf s~' <?bs (Vabs (v~bs (tff))) . tf Sgl 
<?bs(Vabs(a~bs(t'f))). tf .~I <?bs(Vabs(a~el(tff))). tf 

Case q > 0: uP ( (q (tff)) . tf) .~I uP (v (aq (tff )). tf) S~2 aP « .tf) S~' abs Vabs (T rei abs abs abs abs a 

<?'bs(Vabs(8) . t') .. ~II <?'bs(Vabs(5) . t') ~ <?'bs(Vabs(5)) . tf .. ~v 
~ ( «)) . tf S~' ~ «). tf S~2 uP ( (q (tff))). tf .~II abs Vabs () abs U abs Vabs IT abs 

<?bs (Vabs (a~el (tff))) . tf 

I. <?bs(Vabs(a~el(tff)). tf) = <?'bs(Vabs(V. v. V:~q(tff)) . tf) SI~16 
<?'bs( (V. V . Vabs(V:~q(tff))) . tf) s~. cr:bs( V. V . (Vabs(V:~q (tff)) . tf)) S~1 

P ( (-q (tff)). tf) L'~.4 • ( (q (tff )). tf) 
(j' abs Vabs Vabs U"abs Vabs U abs 

II, III and IV: The proofs are similar to the proof of I - axioms SATI and SAil are used in 
addition in III and IV. 0 

The existence of an embedding of ACP'" in ACP"'y' is established by proving the 
following theorem. 

Theorem 6 (Embedding ACpsr' in ACP,a'y') For closed terms, the axioms of 
ACpsr' are derivable from the axioms of ACpsa'y' and the explicit definitions of the 
constants and operators a, arel' Vrel , vrel' and Vrel in Table 19. 

Proof. The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix A.I. The proof is a matter of 
straightforward calculations. Equations SIAl (page 19) and DISTRD (page 20), the 
standard initialization axioms (Table 14, page 21), and Lemmas 4 and 5 (page 27-28) 
are very useful in the proof. D 

5 Discrete time process algebra 

In this section, we present Acpda' and ACpdrt, discrete time process algebras with 
absolute timing and relative timing, respectively. Acpda' and ACpdr

' are conservative 
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extensions of ACP dat and ACP drt [6], respectively. First, in Section 5.1, we present 
Acpdat and ACPdatv', the extension of Acpdat with initial abstraction. After that, 
in Section 5.2, we present ACpd,t. Finally, we show in Section 5.3 how ACpdatv' can 
be embedded in ACP .. tIv'. 

5.1 Discrete time process algebra: absolute timing 

In this subsection, we give the signature, axioms and term model of Acpdat, a discrete 
time process algebra with absolute timing. Acpdat is a conservative extension of the 
theory ACP dat, presented in [6]. Like ACP .. t, it separates execution of actions and 
passage of time. In Acpdat, time is measured on a discrete time scale. The discrete 
time points divide time into time slices and timing of actions is done with respect to 
the time slices in which they are performed - "in time slice n + 1" means "at some 
time point p such that n ::; p < n + 1" . 

First, we treat BPA dat, basic discrete time process algebra with absolute timing, 
in which parallelism and communication are not considered. After that, BPA dat is 
extended to Acpdat to deal with parallelism and communication as well. Finally, 
initial abstraction is added. 

Basic process algebra 

In BPAdat, we have the constants!! and Q instead of Ii and J. The constants!! and Q 
stand for a in time slice 1 and a deadlock in time slice 1, respectively. The operators 
O".bs> v.b, and v.b, have a natural number instead of a positive real number as their first 
argument. The process O":b,(x) is the process x shifted in time by n on the discrete 
time scale. The process v:b,(x) is the part of x that starts to perform actions before 
time slice n + 1. The process v:b, (x) is the part of x that starts to perform actions in 
time slice n + 1 or a later time slice. Recall that time point n is the starting-point of 
time slice n + 1. 

In ACP dat [6], the notation fts(a) was used for actions in the first time slice. A 
discrete time version of ACP with absolute timing where the notation!! was used 
earlier for actions in a time slice is ACPdp [2], but there it always carries a time
stamp. 

Signature of BPAdat The signature of BPAdat consists of the undelayable action 
constants Q : -i P (for each a E A), the undelayable deadlock constant Q : -i P, 
the immediate deadlock constant J : -i P, the alternative composition operator +: 
p x P -i P, the sequential composition operator . : P X P -i P, the absolute delay 
operator O".b, : N x P -i P, the absolute time-out operator v.b, : N x P -i P, and the 
absolute initialization operator v.b, : N x P -i P. 

We denote elements of N by m, m', n, n'. 

Axioms of BP A dat The axiom system of BPA dat consists of the equations given in 
Tables 1 and 20. 

The axioms of BPAdat are to a large extent simple reformulations of the axioms of 
BPA,at. That is, constants Ii (a E A.) have been replaced by constants Q, and the 
first argument of the operators O".bs> V.b, and v.b, has been restricted to elements of 
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U2b,(X) = V2b,(X) 
U:b,(U~b'(X)) = U;:;,tn(X) 

U~b'(X) + U~b'(Y) = U~b'(X + y) 
U:l,,(X). V~b'(Y) = U~b'(X' j) 
U~b'(X)' (V~b'(Y) + U~b'(Z)) = U~b'(X' V2b,(z)) 
U~b,(j) . X = U~b,(j) 
U~b,(j) = ~ 
Q+~=Q 

V~b,(j) = j 
n+l( ) Vabs Q. =!! 

V2b,(X) = j 
V;:;,tn(U~b'(X)) = U~b,(V:b,(X)) 

V~b'(X + y) = V~b'(X) + V~b'(Y) 
V~b'(X' y) = V~b'(X) . Y 

-0· • 
v,b,(6) = 6 
-n+l(') _ n+l(') 
vabs c5 - O"abs c5 
V2b,(Q) = Q 
-n+l() n+l(~) v abs !! = uabs U 

v;:;,:n(u~b'(x)) = u~b,(v:b,(v2b'(X))) 
v~b'(x + y) = v~b'(x) + v~b'(Y) 
v~b'(x· y) = v~b'(x)' Y 

DATi 

DAT2 

DAT3 

DAT4 

DAT5 

DAT6 

DAT7 

A6DAa 

DATOO 
DATOl 

DAT02 

DAT03 

DAT04 
DAT05 

DAIOa 

DAIOb 

DAIl 

DAI2 

DAI3 

DAI4 

DAI5 

Table 20: Additional axioms for BPAdot (a E AD) 

N. Striking is the new axiom DAT7. This axiom makes the reformulations of axioms 
A6SAb and A7SA, i.e. a:b~l(x) + Q: = u:b~l(X) and Q: . x = Q:, derivable. Axiom 
DAT7 expresses that an immediate deadlock shifted in time by 1 is identified with an 
undelayable deadlock in the first time slice. 

Like in the case of BPA'°t, we can prove that the auxiliary operators Vab, and 
vab" as well as sequential compositions in which the form of the first operand is not Q 

(a E A) and alternative compositions in which the form of the first operand is a:b,(t), 
can be eliminated in closed terms of BP A dot. The terms that remain after exhaustive 
elimination are called the basic terms over BPA dot. Because of this elimination result, 
we are permitted to use induction on the structure of basic terms over BPA dat to 
prove statements for all closed terms of BPA dot. 

Examples We give some examples of a closed term of BPAdat and the corresponding 
basic term: 

Semantics of BPA dot In case a discrete time scale is used, we use a variant of real 
time transition systems. A discrete time transition system over A, consists of a set of 
states 5, a root state pES and four kinds of relations on states: 
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a binary relation (_,n) ~ (_,n) for each a E A, n E N, 
a unary relation (_,n) ~ (,j,n) for each a E A, n E N, 
a binary relation (_, n) A (_, n') for each m E N>o, n, n' E N where n' = n + m, 
a unary relation ID(_,n) for each n E N; 

satisfying 

1. if (s,n) Im+m') (s',n'), m,m' > 0, then there is a s" such that (s,n) A 
(s",n+m) and (s",n+m) A (s',n'); 

2. if (s,n) A (s",n+m) and (s",n+m) A (s',n'), then (s,n) Im+m') (s',n'). 

We write DTTS(A) for the set of all discrete time transition systems. Associating a 
transition system in DTTS(A) with a closed term t of BPAda' proceeds in essentially 
the same way as associating a transition system in RTTS(A) with a closed term t 
of BPA"'. The only difference is that in the rules for the operational semantics of 
BP Ada' all numbers involved are restricted to N. Therefore, we refrain from giving 
the rules. 

Bisimulation on DTTS(A) is defined as on RTTS(A). As in the real time cases, we 
obtain a model for BPA da' by identifying bisimilar processes. 

Algebra of communicating processes 

In Acpda', we do not have a discrete time counterpart of v.bs. Unlike before in the 
case of real time, we can use V~bs instead. 

Signature of Acpda' The signature of Acpda' is the signature of BPAda' extended 
with the parallel composition operator II: P X P -t P, the left merge operator ~: 
P X P -t P, the communication merge operator I: P x P -t P, and the encapsulation 
operators 8H : P -t P (for each H <;; A). 

Axioms of Acpda' The axiom system of Acpda' consists of the axioms of BPAda' 
and the equations given in Table 21. 

The additional axioms of Acpda' are to a large extent simple reformulations of the 
additional axioms of Acpsa'. That is, constants a (a E A8) have been replaced by 
constants Q., the first argument of the operators IT.bs and v.bs has been restricted to 
N, and the operator V.bs has been replaced by V!bs. A counterpart of SACMl is 
missing. However, axiom DAT7 makes the simple reformulation of axiom SACMl, 
i.e. lT~bs (x) ~ (V~b' (y) + Q) = Q, derivable. 

As in the case of Acpsa', we can prove that the operators II, ~, I and 8H can be 
eliminated in closed terms of Acpda'. Because of the elimination result for BPAda', 
we are permitted to use induction on the structure of basic terms over BP Ada' to 
prove statements for all closed terms of Acpda'. 

Examples We give some examples of a closed term of Acpda' and the corresponding 
basic term (in case ,(a, b) is undefined): 

U:b, (Q) . (U~b' (11) II U;b, (f)) = u:b, (g . j) 
U:b, (g) . U~b' (11) II u;b, (f) = u;b, (f . u~b' (g. U;b, (11))) 
(g. U;b, (11)) II (11· U';b,(g)) = g. (11· u';b,(g· 11 + 11· g)) + 11· (g. U';b,(g· 11 + 11· g)) 
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!!IQ-£ if-y(a,b)=c 

!! I Q = il if -y( a, b) undefined 

x II y = (x Il y + y Il x) + x I y 
61lX=6 
x1l6=6 
!! Il (x + il) =!!. (x + il) 
!!. x Il (y + il) =!!. (x II (y + il)) 
O'~b'(x) Il (v~b'(Y) + O'~b'(Z)) = O'~b'(x Il z) 
(x+y) Ilz=x Ilz+y Ilz 
61 x = 6 
x 16 = 6 
!!'xIQ=(!!IQ)'x 
!!IQ·x=(!!IQ)·x 
!!. x I Q' y = (!! I Q)' (x II y) 

(v:b,(x) + il) I O';b;'(y) = il 
O';b;'(X) I (V:b'(y) + il) = il 
O':l,,(x) I O'~b'(Y) = O'~b'(X I y) 
(x + y) I z = x I z + y I z 
x I (y + z) = x I y + x I z 

OH(6) = 6 
OH(!!) =!! if a rt H 

OH(!!) = il if a E H 

OH(O'~b'(x)) = O'~b,(OH(X)) 

OH(X + y) = OH(X) + OH(Y) 
OH(X' y) = OH(X) . OH(Y) 

CFlDA 

CF2DA 

CMl 
CMIDl 

CMID2 

CM2DA 
CM3DA 
DACM2 

CM4 
CMID3 

CMID4 

CM5DA 

CM6DA 

CMIDA 

DACM3 

DACM4 
DACM5 

CM8 

CM9 

DO 
DlDA 

D2DA 

DAD 

D3 

D4 

Table 21: Additional axioms for Acpdat (a, bE Ali, C E A) 

Semantics of Acpdat Like for the rules for the operational semantics of BPAdat, 
the additional rules for Acpdat differ from the corresponding rules for the real time 
case only in that all numbers involved are restricted to N. Therefore, we refrain again 
from giving the rules. 

Again, we obtain a model for Acpdat by identifying bisimilar processes. 

Initial abstraction 

We add the initial abstraction operator ~ to Acpdat. This operator is the discrete 
counterpart of v,. This means that ~ i. F, where i is a variable ranging over Nand F 
is a term that may contain free variables, denotes a function f : N -+ P that satisfies 
f(n) = v~bs(f(n)) for all n E N. In the resulting theory, called ACpdatv', the sort P 
of processes is replaced by the sort P* of parametric time processes. 

Signature of ACpdatv' The signature of ACpdatv is the signature of Acpdat ex
tended with the initial abstraction (variable-binding) operator ~ : N . P' -+ PO. 

We assume that an infinite set of variables ranging over N has been given, and denote 
them by i, j, .... We denote terms of ACpdatv' by F, G, .... 
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Axiom system of Acpdat,; The axiom system of Acpdat,; consists of the axioms 
of Acpdat and the equations given in Table 22. 

v.; j . G = v.; i . G[ifj] DIAl 

v:l,,(v.;i. F) = v:'b,(F[n!iJ) DIA2 
v.; i . (v.; j . F) = v.; i . F[ifj] DIA3 
G = v.; i . G DIA4 

(\in EN. v:'b'(x) = v:l,,(y)) '* x = y DIA5 
<T:'b,(.<:l) . x = <T:'b, (g) . v:l" (x) DIA6 

<T:'b,(v.; i. F) = <T:'b,(F[O! iJ) 
(v.; i. F) + G = v.; i. (F + V;b,(G)) 
(v.; i. F)· G = v.; i. (F· G) 

v:'b,(v.; i. F) = v.; i. v:'b,(F) if n '" i 
(v.;i .F) ~ G = v.;i. (F ~ V;b,(G)) 
G ~ ( v.; i . F) = v.; i . (v;b' (G) ~ F) 
(v.; i. F) I G = v.; i. (F I V;b,(G)) 
G I (v.; i. F) = v.;i. (v;b,(G) I F) 
8H (v.;i. F) = v.;i. 8H (F) 

DIA7 
DIAB 

DIA9 

DIA10 

DIAll 
DIA12 

DIA13 

DIA14 

DIA15 

Table 22: Axioms for discrete initial abstraction (i not free in G) 

The axioms for discrete initial abstraction are simple reformulations of the axioms for 
standard initial abstraction. That is, the operator V. has been replaced by V;;, and 
the variables ranging over lR>o have been replaced by variables ranging over N. 

As in the case of AcpsatJ, all closed terms of Acpdat,; can be written in the form 
~ i . F where F is a basic term over BPA dat . 

Examples We give some examples of a closed term of Acpdat,;, the corresponding 
term of the form V;; i . F where F is a basic term and, if possible, the corresponding 
basic term without initial abstraction: 

2 ( I· H3 ( )) _ I· 5 ( ) _ 5 ( ) Uabs vd't· Uabs f! - Vd t 'O"abs !! - CTabs f! 
2 . H3 )) _ . 2 • _ 2 • v.b,( v.; , . <T.b, (g - v.;,. <Tab,(J) - <Tab,(J) 

. I· ( I· Hi+3()) I· 2i+3() Vd Z. Vd J. Uabs f! = Vd't· O'"abs f! 

Semantics of Acpdat,; We have to extend DTTS(A) to the function space 

DTTS*(A) = {f : N -+ DTTS(A) I "In EN. f(n) = v~bs(f(n))} 

The constants and operators of Acpdat,; can be defined on DTTS*(A) in the same 
way as for the real time case. 

We say that f,g E DTTS*(A) are bisimilar if for all n E N, there exists a bisimulation 
R such that R(f(n),g(n)). Like before, we obtain a model of Acpdat,; by defining all 
operators on the set of bisimulation equivalence classes. 
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5.2 Discrete time process algebra: relative timing 

In this subsection, we give the signature, axioms and term model of ACpd't, a discrete 
time process algebra with relative timing. ACpd't is a conservative extension of the 
theory ACPdd , presented in [6J. Like ACPdd , it separates execution of actions and 
passage of time. 

First, we treat BPA d,t, basic discrete time process algebra with relative timing, 
in which parallelism and communication are not considered. After that, BPAdd is 
extended to ACpdd to deal with parallelism and communication as well. 

Basic process algebra 

In BPA mt, we have the constants!! and Q: instead of!! and Q:, and the operator O",el 
instead of 0" .b,. The constants !! and Q: stand for a in the current time slice and a 
deadlock in the current time slice, respectively. The process O"~I (x) is the process 
x delayed for a period of time n on the discrete time scale, i.e. till the n-th next 
time slice. We have relative counterparts of the absolute time-out and initialization 
operators as well: v,el and v,el. The process V~I(x) is the part of x that starts to 
perform actions before the n-th next time slice. The process v~1 (x) is the part of x 
that starts to perform actions in the n-th next time slice or a later time slice. As in 
Section 4, we use P' for the sort of relative time processes. 

In some presentations of ACP dd, including [6J, the notation cts(a) was used instead 
of g. The notation g for actions in the current time slice was first used in ACPdt [2J. 

Signature of BPAd't The signature of BPAdd consists of the undelayable action 
constants!! : --+ P' (for each a E A), the undelayable deadlock constant Q: : --+ P', -. -
the immediate deadlock constant /j : --+ P', the alternative composition operator +: 
P' X P' --+ P', the sequential composition operator . : P' X P' --+ P', the relative delay 
operator O",el : N x P' --+ P', the relative time-out operator v,el : N x P' --+ P', and the 
relative initialization operator v,el : N x P' --+ P'. 

Axioms of BPA mt The axiom system of BPA d,t consists of the equations given in 
Tables 1 and 23. 

The axioms of BPA d,t are to a large extent simple reformulations of the axioms of 
BP A dat. That is, constants Q (a E A.) have been replaced by constants g, and the 
operators O".b,' v.b, and v.b, have been replaced by O",el, v,el and v,el, respectively. The 
replacement of the axioms DAT4, DAT5 and DAT6 by the simple axiom DRT4 as well 
as the replacement of the axioms DAIO-DAI5 by the axioms DRIO-DRI5 are strongly 
reminiscent of the real time case. 

Similar to the case of BPA dat, we can prove that the auxiliary operators v,eI and 
v,el' as well as sequential compositions in which the form of the first operand is not !! 
(a E A) and alternative compositions in which the form of the first operand is O"~I(t); 
can be eliminated in closed terms of BP Add. The terms that remain after exhaustive 
elimination are called the basic terms over BP A d,t . 

Semantics of BP A d,t In case of relative timing, we can use a simple kind of discrete 
time transition system. A discrete time transition system with relative timing over A, 
consists of a set of states 5, a root state p E 5 and four kinds of relations on states: 
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,,~.,(x) = x DRTl 
,,;:;(,,~,(x)) = ,,:,+n(x) DRT2 
,,~,(x) + ,,~,(y) = ,,~,(x + y) DRT3 

,,~,(x) . y = ,,~,(x· y) DRT4 
1 (" " .. , J) = & DRT7 

g+&=g A6DRa 

V~,(J) = J DRTOO 
vn+1(a) = a rei ;;;;;; = DRTOl 

o • 
v .. ,(x) = J DRT02 
v:,+n(,,~,(x)) = O"~,(v;:;(x)) DRT03 

v~,(X + y) = V~,(x) + v~,(y) DRT04 

v~,(x· y) = v~,(x)· y DRT05 

v~,(.i) = ,,~,(.i) DRlO 

v~,(x) = X DRll 

V~i"l(!!) = O"~,(Q:) DRl2 - -
-~+n( n ( )) _ n (-~( )) V rel O"rel X - O"rel Vrel X DRl3 

v~,(X + y) = v~,(x) + v~,(y) DRl4 

V~,(x· y) = V~,(x). y DRl5 

Table 23: Additional axioms for BPAd,' (a E Ali) 

a binary relation _ ~ _ for each a E A, 
a unary relation _ ~ y' for each a E A, 
a binary relation _ 8 _ for each n E 1\1>0, 
a unary relation 10(_); 

satisfying 

1. if s I n+n') Sf, n, nf > 0, then there is a s" such that s 8 s" and s" ~ Sf; 

n II 11 n' n+n' I 2. if s I-'-'i sand s I-"-t Sf, then s ~ s . 

We write OTTS'(A) for the set of all discrete time transition systems with relative 
timing over A. Associating a transition system in OTTS' (A) with a closed term t 
of BP Am' proceeds in essentially the same way as associating a transition system in 
RTTS'(A) with a closed term t of BPA"'. The only difference is that in the rules 
for the operational semantics of BPA d,' all numbers involved are restricted to 1\1. 
Therefore, we refrain from giving the rules. 

Bisimulation on OTTS'(A) is defined as on RTTS'(A). As in the real time cases, we 
obtain a model for BPA d" by identifying bisimilar processes. 

Algebra of communicating processes 

Signature of ACpd" The signature of ACpd" is the signature of BPAd" extended 
with the parallel composition operator II: P' x P' --+ P', the left merge operator ~: 
P' X P' --+ P', the communication merge operator I: P' X P' --+ P', and the encapsulation 
operators OH : P' --+ P' (for each H ~ A). 
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Axioms of ACpd" The axiom system of ACpd" consists of the axioms of BPAd,t 
and the equations given in Table 24. 

glg=g if-y(a,b)=c 

gig = g if -y( a, b) undefined 
CFlDR 

CF2DR 

xlly=(xh+y~x)+xly CM! 
j ~x = j CMID! 

x~j=j CMID2 

g ~ (x + g) = g . (x + g) CM2DRlD 

g. x ~ (y + ~) = g. (x II (y + ~)) CM3DRlD 

;;:;:t'(x) ~ (~;:i'(Y) + U;:i'(z)i = u;:t'(x ~ z) DRCM2 
(x + y) ~ z = x ~ z + y ~ z CM4 
j I x = j CMID3 

xlj=j CMID4 

g. x I g = (g I g) . x CM5DR 

gig· x = (g I g) . x CM6DR 

g.xlg·y=(glg)·(xlly) CM7DR 

(v~.,(X) + g) I u;:i'(y) = g DRCM3ID 

u;:i'(x) I (v~.,(y) +~) = ~ DRCM4ID 
n+l( ) I n+l() - n+l( I ) DRCM5 urel X u rel Y = urel X y 

(x + y) I z = x I z + y I z CM8 

x I (y + z) = x I y + x I z CM9 

8H(j) = j 
8H(g) = g if a>! H 

8H(g) = g if a E H 

8H(U~,(X» = u~,(8H(X» 
8H(X + y) = 8H(x) + 8H(y) 
8H(X. y) = 8H(x). 8H(y) 

DO 
DlDR 

D2DR 

DRD 
D3 

D4 

Table 24: Additional axioms for ACpd,t (a,b EA., c E A) 

The additional axioms of ACpd" are just simple reformulations of the additional 
axioms of Acpdat. That is, constants Q (a E A.) have been replaced by constants g, 
and the operators aab, and vab, have been replaced by arel and v rel ' respectively. 

As in the case of Acpdat, we can prove that the operators II, ~, I and 8H can be 
eliminated in closed terms of Acpmt. 

Semantics of ACpd" Like for the rules for the operational semantics of BPAd,,, 
the additional rules for ACpd,t differ from the corresponding rules for the real time 
case only in that all numbers involved are restricted to N. Therefore, we refrain again 
from giving the rules. 

Again, we obtain a model for Acpmt by identifying bisimilar processes. 

5.3 Embedding ACpdatv' in AcpsatIv' 

In this subsection, we will show that ACpdatv' can be embedded in ACP,.tU. We will 
do so in the way outlined in Section 4.3. The explicit definitions needed are given in 
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Table 25. Notice that the operators O"abs> vab, and vab, of ACpdatv' are simply defined 

!! = JVEIO,I) O"~b,(a) 
O"~b'(x) = O"~b'(x) 
V~b'(x) = v;b'(x) 
v~b'(x) = v~b'(x) 
v.; i. F = Yov. F[lvJ/ i] 

Table 25: Definitions of discrete time operators (a E AD) 

as the operators O"ab,' vab, and vab' of ACP,atIv' restricted in their first argument to 
N. We will establish the existence of an embedding by proving that for closed terms 
the axioms of ACpdatv' are derivable from the axioms of ACP,.tI v' and the explicit 
definitions given in Table 25. However, we first take another look at the connection 
between ACP,atlv' and ACpdatv' by introducing the notions of a discretized real time 
process and a discretely initialized real time process. 

In Section 3.2, we have introduced the model M;:" of AcpsatIv'. The model of 
ACpdatv' outlined in Section 5.1 is isomorphic to the subalgebra of M;:" generated 
by the embedded constants and operators of ACpdatv'. The domain of this subal
gebra consists of those real time processes, i.e. elements of the domain of M;:", that 
are discretized. We define the notion of a discretized real time process in terms of 
the auxiliary discretization operator V : P' -+ P' of which the defining axioms are 
given in Table 26. A real time process x is a discretized real time process, written 

V(J) = J 
V(a) =!! 

V(u!'b,(x)) = O"~! (V (x)) 
V(x + y) = V(x) + V(y) 
V(x. y) = V(x)· V(y) 

V(JVEV F) = JvEv V(F) 
V( Yo v . F) = Yo v . V(F) 

Table 26: Definition of discretization (a E AD) 

x E DIS, if x = V(x). The properties given in Table 27 express that the set of all 
discretized real time processes is closed under the operators of ACpdatv', integration 
and discretization. 

J,!! E DIS 

x E DIS =? O"~b'(X), V~b'(X), V~b'(X), 8H(x) E DIS 
x, y E DIS =? x + y, x . y, x II y, x ~ y, x lyE DIS 

(lin EN. F[n/ i] E DIS) =? v.. i. FE DIS 

(lip E V • F[P/ v] E DIS) =? JVEV F E DIS 

x E DIS =? V(x) E DIS 

Table 27: Properties of discretized processes (a E AD) 

For elements f of RTTS'(A), the discretization of f, V(J), is obtained as follows 
(t E lR>o, q = p + rand q' = p + r'): 
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1. for each t, if (s,p) ~ (s',p) in f(t), then (s,p') ~ (s',p') in V(f)(t) for each 
p' E [lPJ, lP + IJ); 

2. for each t, if (s,p) ~ (y',p) in f(t), then (s,p') ~ (y',p') in V(f)(t) for each 
p' E [lPJ, lP+ IJ); 

3. for each t, if (s,p) H (s, q) in f(t), then (s,p) ~ (s, q') in V(f)(t) for each 
q' E [q, lq + IJ); 

4. for each t, if ID(s,p) in f(t), then ID(s,p) in V(f)(t); 

5. for each t, if neither ID(s,p) in f(t) nor either (s,p) ~ (s',p) in f(t) for some 

a,s' or (s,p) H (s,q) in f(t) for some r, then (s,p) ~ (s,q') in V(f)(t) for 
each q' E (p, lP + 1 J). 

Hence, for real time processes corresponding to discrete time processes, the following 
holds: if an action can be performed at some time p such that n :::: p < n + 1, it can 
also be performed at any other time p such that n :::: p' < n + 1. 

A real time process x is a discretely initialized real time process, written x E DIP, 
if x = ~i. V!b,(X). It follows immediately that x E DIP ¢} x = v.v. v~~;(x). It 
is easy to show by induction on the term structure that all discretized processes are 
discretely initialized, i.e. x E DIS =} x E DIP. Not all discretely initialized processes 
are discretized, e.g. V. v . lT~~:lJ (a) E DIP and V. v . lT~~:lJ (a) ~ DIS. This means that 
for real time processes corresponding to discrete time processes, initialization takes 
always place at discrete points in time; and that there are real time processes not 
corresponding to discrete time processes for which initialization takes always place at 
discrete points in time. 

Lemma 7 For each closed term t of ACP,atlv' generated by the embedded constants 
and operators of ACPdatv', t = V. v. v~~!(t). 

Proof. From the properties given in Table 27, we know that each process x generated 
by the embedded constants and operators of ACpdatv' is discretized, i.e. x E DIS. 
Because x E DIS =} x E DIP and x E DIP ¢} x = v. v.v~~! (x), the result immediately 
follows. D 

The following lemmas present other useful properties of discrete time processes. 

Lemma 8 For each closed term t of ACP,atU generated by the embedded constants 
and operators of ACPdatv', there exists a term t' containing no other free variable 

than v such that for .each p E lR2:o: v:b,(t) ~ a:b.(t'[Pj v]), t'[pj v] = V~b,(t'[Pj v]), a:::d 
if p E [0,1) and t i' 6, t'[pj v] = t'[pj v] + lTabsP(6) and v:b,(t + Q:) = IT:b, (t' [Pj v] + 6). 
In subsequent proofs, we write tlv ] for a fixed but arbitrary term t' that fulfills these 
conditions. 

Proof. Observe that, if p E [0,1) and t i' J, v:b,(t + Q:) = a:b,(t'[P/ v] + 8) follows directly 
from v:b,(t) = a:b,(t'[P/ v]) and t'[p/ v] = t'[p/ v] + "'!bsP(J). Observe further that, if t' is 
a term that fulfills all above-mentioned conditions but t'[P/ v] = v~b,(t'[P/ v]), v~b,(t') is a 
term that fulfills all conditions. Consequently, it suffices to prove that there exists a t' such 
that v~b,(t) = ~b,(t'[P/ v]) and, if p E [0,1) and t i' 8, t'[p/ v] = t'[p/ v] + "'!b'{(8). It is 
straightforward to prove this by induction on the structure of t. We present only the case 
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that t is of the form!!. The other cases are simpler or similar to corresponding cases in the 
proof of Lemma 3. 

-p ( ) - -p (1, W (-)) S~' 1, -p ( W (-)) 'I!!3 
vabs f! - vabs WE[O,I) O"abs a - wE[D,!) vabs u abs a -

1, -p ( W (-)) 1, -p ( w (-)) SAll,',3, SAl3' 
WE[O,P)vabs O'abs a + WE[P,I)vahs O"abs a = 

1, ~ (0) 1, W (-) 'I!!' aP (0) 1, W -) 'I!!' wEIO,p) ab. 8 + wE[p,I) "abs a - ab. 8 + wE[p,I) "ab.(a -

1, -P (0) 1, W (-) INTIO 1, ( P (0) W (-)) SAT' 
wE[p,I) u-ab. 8 + WE[p,I) "ab. a = wE[p,l) "ab. 8 + "ab. a = 

1, ( y (0) _P ( W-p (-))) SAT3 f _P (0 W-p (-)) A'lD 
wE[p,I) "ab. 8 + "ab. "ab. a = JwE[p,I) "ab. 8 + "ab. a = 

IWE[p,I) a::b.(":b~P(a)) ''g' a::b.(JWE[p,I) ":b~P(a)) = a::b.(JWElo,I-P) ":."b.(a)) = 

a::b. ((IWEIO,I-v) ":."b.(a)) [PI v]) and 

1, W (-) A'SAa 1, W (- -) SAT3 1, ( w (-) W (-)) INTIO 
wElo,I-p) "ab. a = wEIO,I-p) "ab. a + 8 = wEIO,I-p) "ab. a + "ab. 8 = 

IWEIO,I-p) ":."b.(a) + IWEIO,I-p) ":."bsm ''g' IWEIO,I-p) ":."b.(a) + "!i;t(J) 0 

Lemma 9 For each p E lfho and closed term t of ACPsatIv' generated by the embedded 
constants and operators o{ACPdatv', there exists a closed term t' such that V~b.(t) = 
a::b.(t'), t' = v~b.(t'), and if p E [0,1) and t =f. J, t' = t' + "!i;t(J) and v~b.(t + Q) = 
a::b. (t' + 8). In subsequent proofs, we write t[pl for a fixed but arbitrary closed term t' 
that fulfills these conditions - like in case of applications of Lemma 3. 

Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 8. o 

Lemma 10 For each closed term t of ACPsatIv' generated by the embedded constants 
and operators of ACpdatv', there exists a closed term t' such that V!b.(t + Q) = 
IVEIO,I) "~b.(Vabs(t'))· In subsequent proofs we write to for a fixed but arbitrary closed 
term t' that fulfills this condition. 

Proof. It is straightforward to prove this by induction on the structure of t. We present 
only the case that t is of the form!! . til. The other cases are simpler. 

1 ( II <) 1 ((1, v (-)) II 1, v (-)) SATO',' 
Vab. !!. t +!!. = Vab• vEIO,I) "ab. a . t + vEIO,I) "ab. 8 = 

1 (1, v (-)) til 1 (1, v (-)) SAT~I,3" 
Vab. vEIO,I) "ab. a . + v ab• vElo,I) "ab. 8 -
( 

f v (-)) II f v (-) INTIO,ll f ( v (-) II -) A', A'SAb, A 'SA 
JVEIO,I) "abs a ,t + JVEIO,I) "ab. 8 = JVEIO,I) "ab. a ·t +8 = 

1, ( V (-). til) s~' f ( v (-). -v (til)) INT', ~mma8 
vEID,I) "abs a JVEID,I) "abs a vabs -

1, ( V (-) v (til)) SAT' 1, v (- -0 (")) SAUl 
vEra,!) O"abs a . D"abs [vl = vEra,I) O"abs a 'Vabs t[v] = 

IVEIO,I) "~bs(Vabs(a). V~bs(t[~l)) s~' IVEIO,I) "~bs(Vab.(a 'V~b.(t[~l))) 0 

Lemmas 7-10 are used to shorten the calculations in the proof of Theorem 12. The 
following lemma is also used in the proof of that theorem. 

Lemma 11 For p E [0,1), the equation v~b.(Q) = "!bs(J) is derivable from the axioms 
of ACP,atIv' and the explicit definition of the constants and operators in Table 25. 

Proof. 
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-p (o) - -p (r v «}) S~6 r -p ( v (-}) I~3 
Vabs - - Vabs JvE[O,l) Uabs U - JvE[O,l) Vabs Uabs 0 -
r -p ( v «}) + r -p ( v «}) SAI3, SAI3' 

JvE[O,p) Vabs u abs U JvE[P,I) Vabs Uabs U = 
r v (-P-V(-o «}}) r v «) SAII,SAI2 

JVE[O,p) Uabs Vabs Vabs U + JvE[P,l) u abs U = 
r v ("p-V(o}) r v (-) S~2 r "p (o) r v (-) INT~NT7 

JvE[O,p) aab, ab, 0 + JvE[P,I) aab, 0 - JvE[O,p) ab, 0 + JVE[P,I) aab, 0 -
"p (8) + 1 (8) SAT':2 A6ID 1 (~) 

abs a abs crabs U o 

The existence of an embedding of ACpdatv' in ACPsatr,; is now established by 
proving the following theorem, 

Theorem 12 (Embedding ACpdatv' in ACpsatIv') For closed terms, the axioms 
of ACpdatv' are derivable from the axioms of Acpsatlv' and the explicit definitions of 
the constants and operators Q, aabsJ VabsJ vab, and ~ in Table 25, 

Proof. The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix A.2. The proof is a matter of 
straightforward calculations. Lemmas 1 and 3 (pages 7-8) and Lemmas 7-11 (page 38-
39) are very useful in the proof. 0 

6 Concluding remarks 

We presented real time and discrete time versions of ACP with both absolute timing 
and relative timing, starting with a new real time version of ACP with absolute 
timing called ACPsat. We demonstrated that Acpsat extended with integration and 
initial abstraction generalizes the presented real time version with relative timing and 
the presented discrete time version with absolute timing. We focussed on versions 
of ACP with timing where execution of actions and passage of time are separated, 
but explained how they can be combined in these versions. The material resulted 
from a systematic study of some of the most important issues relevant to dealing with 
time-dependent behaviour of processes - viz. absolute vs relative timing, continuous 
vs discrete time scale, and separation vs combination of execution of actions and 
passage of time - in the setting of ACP. 

All real time and discrete time versions of ACP presented in this paper include the 
immediate deadlock constant J. This constant enables us to distinguish timing incon
sistencies from incapabilities of performing actions as well as idling. This is certainly 
relevant to versions with absolute timing because timing inconsistencies readily arise. 
The usefulness of the immediate deadlock constant in practice is not yet clear for 
versions with relative timing. Minor adaptations of the versions of ACP with relative 
timing presented in this paper are needed to obtain versions without the immediate 
deadlock constant. 

The discrete time versions of ACP presented in this paper are conservative ex
tensions of the discrete time versions of [6]. The real time versions presented in this 
paper, unlike the real time versions of [1] and [3], do not exclude the possibility of 
two or more actions to be performed consecutively at the same point in time. This 
feature seems to be essential to obtain simple and natural embeddings of discrete 
time versions as well as useful in practice when describing and analyzing distributed 
systems where entirely independent actions happen at different locations. 
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We did not extend the different versions of ACP with timing presented in this 
paper with recursion, abstraction, and other features that are important to make these 
versions suitable for being applied. This has been done for the earlier versions of ACP 
with timing referred to in this paper. Some of those versions have been successfully 
used for describing and analyzing systems and protocols of various kinds, see e.g. [13], 
[22], [25], [33], [34] and [36], as well as for defining semantics of programming and 
specification languages, see e.g. [10], [12] and [14]. 

We did not give explicit consideration to other algebraic concurrency theories that 
deal with time-dependent behaviour. In general, they have urgent actions and relative 
timing. This is, for example, the case with ATP [30], the different versions of CCS 
with timing [16, 28, 35] and TIC [32] - TIC is rooted in LOTOS [37]. We claim, on 
the basis of the connections described in [5], that there are indeed close connections 
between these theories and the versions of ACP with relative timing presented in 
this paper, i.e. ACP,rt and Acpdrt. We also claim that there is a close connection 
between TPL [21] and ACpdrt, only TPL is based on testing equivalence instead of 
bisimulation equivalence. Timed CSP [18], which is based on timed traces and timed 
failures, has urgent actions and relative timing as well. In [17], the CCS-like process 
algebras with timing of [21], [28], [29] and [35] are compared. 
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A Proofs of theorems 

A.1 Theorem 6 

Theorem 6 (Embedding ACP"t in Acp,at,;) For closed terms, the axioms of 
ACP"t are derivable from the axioms of ACP,at,; and the explicit definitions of the 
constants and operators a, O",el' V,el' 1I,el' and V,el in Table 19. 

Proof. 
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To begin with, we show that the axioms of BPA"t are derivable for closed terms. Throughout 
this proof we do not expound the trivial cases. 

SRTl : CT~el(t) = V. V • v~b,(t) S~I V. V • t s~. t 

SRT2 '. _. ( q (t)) - / _v+P( / _w+q( )) S~' / _v+P(_v+p+q()) ~ 
U;el a rel - Vs v . vabs Vs W . vabs t - Vs v . vabs vabs t -
/ -v+p+q(t) - p+q(t) 

Vs v . vabs - a rel 

SRT3: U;el(t) + U;el(t' ) = (V. v .v~;;;V(t)) + (v.w .v::'b;P(t')) S~8 
V. v . (v~;;t(t) + v~b'( V. W • V::'b;P(t' ))) s~' v. v . (v~:'P(t) + v~b,(V~:'P(t'))) ~ 
V. v. (v~:'P(t) + v~:'P(t')) s~. v. v. v~:'P(t + t') = U;el(t + t') 

SRT4: cr::.1(t) . t' = (V. v. v~:'P(t)). t ' S~' V. v. (v~:'P(t). t') S~5 V. v. v~:'P(t. t') = 

cr::.1 (t . t') 

A6SRa: a +:1 = (v.v. CT~b,(a)) + (v.w. CT:"b,(5)) S~8 
V. v . (CT~b' (a) + v~b, ( V. w . CT:"b, m)) S~' V. v . (CT~b' (a) + v~b, (CT~b' m)) S~3' 
V. v. (CT~b,(a) + CT~b,(5)) S~3 V. v. CT~b,(a + 5) A6~Ao V. v. CT~b,(a) = a 

A6SRb: CT~el(t) +:1 = (v.v. v~:.r(t)) + (v.w. CT:::',(5)) S~8 
/ (-v+r(t) -v ( / w «))) s~, / (-v+r(t) -v ( v «))) S~3' VS v. Vabs + Vabs Vs W. (Jabs U - Vs v. Vabs + Vabs U abs U -

V. v. (v~:.r(t) + CT~b,(5)) L.~o. V. v. (CT~:.r(t) + CT~b,(5)) s~' 
V. v. (CT~b,(CT~b,(t)) + CT~b,(5)) S~3 V. v. CT~b,(CT~b,(t) + 5) A6~Ab 
/ v ( r ()) SAT' / v+r( ) L.mmo. / -v+r() r ( ) 

Vs V . (]' abs (Jabs t = Vs V . U abs t = Vs V . Vabs t = U rei t 

A7SR '. ~ (/ v (-)) SIA' / (V (-) ) SIAO / (V «) -v (t)) L,,,!,!,,. O·t= VsV'O"abs 0 ·t = VsV. O'abs o·t = VsV. (Jabs u 'Vabs -

V. v. (CT~b,(5)' CT~b,(t)) S~5 V. v. CT~b,(5 .v~b,(t)) A~A V. v. CT~b,m =:1 

SRTOO P (0) / v+P(-V (0)) SAIO / v+P( v (0)) SAT03 
: v rel 0 = y, V • V.b, V.b, 0 = y, V . V.b, CT.b, 0 = 

/ v ( P (0)) SA2:,OO / v (~) s~o / -v (~) S~I / ~ s~. ~ 
VsV'Uabs Vabs 0 - VsV'Uabs U - VsV.Vabs U - Vsv.o - u 

O r (~) / v+r (-V (/ w (-))) SIA' / v+r (-V ( v (-))) SAl" SRT 1: vrel a = Vs v. vabs vabs Vs W. O"abs a = Vs v. vabs vabs O"abs a = 
/ v+r( v (-)) SAT03 / v ( r (-)) SATOI / v (-) ~ 

VsV.Vabs uabsa = VsV,UabsVabsa = VsV'O"abs a =a 

SRT02 '. 0 ( ) _ / v (-V ()) ~ / v (0) S~o / -v (0) S~I / ~ S~. ° Vrel t -y,V.V.b, V.b, t - y,V.CT.b, 0 - y,V.V.b, 0 - y,V.o - 0 

SRT03 '. . .• +q( _. (t)) / v+p+q(-V (/ _w+P( ))) SIA' 
v;.el U;el = Vs V . Vabs Vabs Vs W . Vabs t = 

/ v+p+q(-V (_v+P( ))) ~ / v+p+q(-v+P(t)) _ 
Vs v . Vabs Vabs Vabs t - Vs v . Vabs Vabs -

Case q = 0: ~ V. v. CT~:'P(8) s~o V. v. v~:'P(8) = CT;.1(8) SR~?' U;.I(v~el(t)) 
C O· ~ / v+p+q(-v+P(-v+P(t))) ~ ase q > . - Vs v . vabs vabs vabs -

/ _v+P( v+p+q(_v+P( ))) S~2 / _v+P( / w+q(-W (t)))
Vs v . vabs vabs v abs t - Vs v . vabs Vs w . v abs vabs -

U;el(v~el(t)) 

SRT04: V;el(t + t') = V. v. v~:'P(V~b,(t + t')) S~. V. v. v~:'P(V~b,(t) + V~b,(t')) SA~O. 
V. v. (v~:'P(V~b,(t)) + v~:'P(V~b,(t'))) = 
Case p = 0: SI~A3 V. v. CT~b,(8) SAIO,S~I,SIA4 8 ~ 8 + 8 SR~?2 V;.I(t) + V;.I(t' ) 

C O· ~ / (v+P(-V (t)) v+P(-V (-V (t')))) ~ ase p > . - Vs V. Vabs Vabs + Vabs Vabs Vabs -

/ (v+P(-V (t)) -v ( v+P(-V (t')))) S~2 VS v. Vabs Vabs + Vabs Vabs Vabs -
/ (v+P(-V (t)) -v ( / w+P(-W (t')))) S~8 VS V. Vabs Vabs + Vabs Vs w . Vabs Vabs -

(V. v . v~:'P(V~b,(t))) + (V. w . V::'b;P(V:::,,(t' ))) = V;el(t) + v;.I(t' ) 

SRT05: V;el(t. t') = V. V . v~:'P(V~b,(t . t')) S~5 V. V . v~:'P(v~b,(t) . t') SA~05 
V. V . (v~:: (v~b,(t)) . t') s~. (V. v . v~::(v~b,(t))) . t' = V;el (t) . t' 
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SRIO: -v (~) _ / -v+V(-V (~)) S~. / _v+P(-V (-0 (~))) ~ 
V rel 0 - Vs v . Vabs Vabs U - Vs v . Vabs Vabs Vabs U -

/ -v+P(-O (')) SAIO. / _v+P(') aP (') 
Vsv.Vabs Vabs <5 = VsV.Vabs a = rei 0 

SRIl : -0 (t) - / -v (= (t)) ~ / -v (t) S~l / t S!!',4 t V rel - Vs V • Vabs Vabs - Vs V . Vabs - Vs V • -

SRI2 : -r (~) / -v+r(-v ( / w (-))) SIA' / -v+r(-V ( v (-))) SAl3' Vrel a = Vs v . Vabs Vabs Vs W • Uabs a = Vs v . Vabs Vabs Uabs a = 
/ -v+r( v (-)) S~3 / v (-r (-0 (-))) S~l / v (-r (-)) S~2 VS v. v abs u abs a - Vs V. u abs Vabs Vabs a - Vs v. crabs Vabs a -

V. v .lT~bs(lT;bs(J)) S~2 v.v. lT~:.r(J) s~o V. v. v~:.r(J) = lT~.I(J) 

SRI3 : -v+q( _. (t)) _ / -v+v+q(-V (/ -w+V( ))) S!!',2 
V rel u;.el - Vs v . Vabs Vabs Vs W . Vabs t -

/ _v+v+q(-V (-v+V(t))) ~ / -v+V(_v+v+q(-v+V(t))) S~2 
VS V . Vabs Vabs Vabs Vs v . Vabs Vabs Vabs 

V. v . v:i:t( v. w . v:b;q (v:!'s(t))) = 0-;.1 (v~.1 (t)) 
SRI4 : -p (t + t') - / -v+P(-V (t + t!)) S~4 V rel - Vs v . Vabs Vabs -

/ (-v+P(-V (t)) + -v+V(-V (t'))) ~ Vs v. Vabs Vabs Vabs Vabs -

/ (-v+P(-V (t)) + -v (_v+P(-V (t')))) SIA' 
VS v. Vabs Vabs Vabs Vabs Vabs = 

V. v . (v:i:t(V~bs(t)) + v~bs( V. w . v:b;V(V:!'s(t')))) S~8 
(V. v. v::'V(V~bs(t))) + (V. w. v:b;P(V~bs(t'))) = v;'l(t) + v;.I(t' ) 

SRI5 : -P (t. t') = / _v+P(-V (t. t')) S~5 / (-v+V(-V (t)). t') S~. V rel Vs V . Vabs Vabs Vs v. Vabs Vabs 

(V- v. v::'P(v~bs(t)))· t' = v;'l(t) . t' 

Next, we show that the additional axioms for ACP'" are derivable for closed terms. 

F SR ~ I ~ (/ v (-)) I (/ v (-)) orSTRI, SACM5 / v (- I -) CFlSA C 1 : a b = Ys v . lTabs a Ys V . lTabs b = Ys v 'O"abs a b = 
V- v . O"~bs(c) = c if -yea, b) = c 

CF2SR : The proof is similar to the proof of axiom CF1SR - axiom CF2SA is 
used instead of axiom CF1SA, 

CM2SRID: a ~ (t+ 8) = (V-V 'O"~bs(a)) ~ (t + (V-V'O"~bsm)) SIA8,~STR~ 
V. v. ((J'~bs(a) ~ (V~bs(t) + (J'~bs(J))) L'~'4 
/ (V (-) II ( v () v (-))) SAT3,~ACM' 

VS v. (Jabs a LL O"abs t + (Jabs t5 -
/ v (- II (t <)) CM~SA / v (- .(t <)) SAll,S~"SIA6 

Vs V 'O"abs a LL + U Vs v . u abs a + u 
/ v (- -0 ( -)) S~5 / (V (-) v (t -)) SAT3,!e!mm.4 

Vsv.lTabsa·Vabst+a -YsV.Uabsa·Uabs+a -

V- v. ((J'~bs(a) . (v~bs(t) + 0"~bs(8))) S~3' 
V- v . (O"~bs (a) . (v~bs (t) + v~bs (O"~bs (8)))) s~' 
V- v. (O"~bs(a) . (v~b,(t) + v~bs(V- w. 0":!,,(8)))) S~4 
V- v . (O"~bs(a) . v~bs(t + V- w . 0"::'b,(8))) S~6 
V- v. ((}"~bs(a) . (t + V- w. (J'~bs(:5))) S~. _ 
(V-v ·O"~bs(a)). (t + V-W '0"~bs(8)) = a·(t + J) 

CM3SRID: The proof is similar to the proof of axiom CM2SRID - axiom CM3SA 
is used instead of axiom CM2SA. 
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SRCM1ID: lT~el (t) ~ (V,el (t') + 8) = 

(J.v .v~:.r(t)) ~ ((J.v .lT~bs(V.bs(t'))) + (J.V .lT~bs(8))) DI~R 
J. v. (V~:.r(t) ~ (lT~bs(V.bs(t')) + lT~bSm)) L.mm~,SAT3 
J.V. (lT~:.r(t) ~lT~bs(V.bs(t') + 8)) SA~MI' J.v .lT~bsm = 8 

SRCM2ID: ~I(t) ~ (V;.I(t') + ~I(t")) = 

(J. v . v~;;t(t)) ~ (( J. v . v~:'P(V~bs(t'))) + (J. v . v~:'P(t"))) DI~R 
J. v. (v~:'P(t) ~ (v~:'P(v~bs(t')) + v~:'P(t"))) L.~a4 
J. v. (IT::'P(t) ~ (v~:'P(V~bs(t')) + IT:;;;V(t''))) SA~M2 

I v+P(t II t") L.~a 4 I -V+P(t II t") = P (t II t") Vs v . Uabs II Vs V . Vabs lL a rel lL 

CM5SR : <l·t I b = (( J. v . lT~bs(a)) . t) I (J. v . lT~bs(b)) SIA.,~STRI 
J. v. ((lT~bs(a) . t) IlT~bs(b)) SIA6,~mma4 

J. v. ((lT~bs(a). lT~bs(t)) IlT~bs(b)) S~5 
J. V . (lT~bs (a 'v~bs (t)) IlT~bs (b)) SA~M' J. V . lT~bs (a .v~bs (t) I b) CM~SA 

I v ((- I -) -0 ()) S~5 I (V (- I -) v ()) L.mma4,SIA6 
VSV'O'"abs a b 'Vabs t - VsV. O"abs a b 'Uabs t = 
I (V (- I -) . t) S'--_A' (I v (- I -)). SACM' __ , DISTRI 

VsV. lTabs a b VSV'O"abs a b t 
(( J. v . lT~bs (a)) I (J. v . lT~bs (b))) . t = (<ll b) . t 

CM6SR and CM7SR : 
The proofs are similar to the proof of axiom CM5SR - axioms CM6SA 
and CM7SA are used instead of axiom CM5SA. 

SRCM3ID: (V,el(t) + 8) IlT~el(t') = 

(( J. v . lT~bs(V.bs(t))) + (J. v . lT~bsm)) I (J. v . v~:.r(t)) DI~R 
I (( v ( (t)) + v «)) I-v+r(t)) SAT3,!e"mma4 Vs v. (J'abs Vabs lTabs u Vabs -

I (V ( () -) I v+r()) SACM3' I v (-) ~ Vs V. IT .bs V.bs t + 0 IT .bs t = Vs v . IT .bs 0 = 0 

SRCM4ID: The proof is similar to the proof of axiom SRCM3ID - axiom SACM4' 
is used instead of axiom SACM3'. 

SRCM5 : 

D1SR: 

D2SR: 

SRD: 

if,'el(t) I if,'el(t') = (J. v . v::'P(t)) I (J. v . v::'P(t')) DIST~,Slll 
J. v . v::'P(t It') = if,'el(t It') 

8 (~) 8 ( I v (-)) SIA15,SAO I v (8 (-)) OISA 
H a = H Vs V. (J'abs a = Vs v. (jabs H a = 

J. v . lT~bs(a) = <l if a ~ H 

The proof is similar to the proof of axiom D1SR - axiom D2SA is 
used instead of axioms D lSA. 

8H(if,'el(t)) = 8H(J. v. v::'P(t)) SIA15,L.~ma4,SAO J. v. V~:'P(8H(t)) = 

~1(8H(t)) 
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SRUO: 

SRUl : 

SRU2: 

SRU3: 

SRU4: 

( ~) = / v ( (~)) SAU()!SAIO / -v (~) SIA101A4 ~ 
Vrel U Vs v . a abs Vabs u - Vs v . Vabs U - u 

V,_I (a) = V, v . O"~bs (Vabs ( V, w . O"~bs (a))) SI~16 
/ v ( / ( w (-))) SIA7 / v ( (0 (-))) SATl,SAII 

Vs v. u abs Vs W. Vabs lTabs a = Vs V. lTabs Vabs lTabs a = 
V, v . O"~bs (Vabs (a)) S~I V, V • O"~bs (a) = a 

V'_I(O"~_I(t)) = V, v. O"~bs(Vabs(V, W. V:,"b;r(t))) SI~16 
V, v . O"~bs( V, w . Vabs(V:,"b;r (t))) S~7 V, V • O"~bs(Vabs(V~bs(t))) L'~'4 
V, v. O"~bs(Vabs(O";bs(t))) S~2 V, v. O"~_I(J) =:5 

V,_I(t + t'l = V, v. O"~bs(Vabs(t + t'l) SAU~AT3 
V, v. (O"~bs(Vabs(t)) + O"~b,(Vabs(t/))) S~3' 
V, v, (O"~b,(Vabs(t)) + v~b'(O"~bs(Vab,(t/)))) S~2 
V, v . (O"~b,(Vab,(t)) + v~b'( V, W • O"::i,,(Vabs(t')))) S~8 
(v,v ·O"~b,(v.b,(t))) + (v,w 'O"~b,(Vab,(t/))) = V,_I(t) + V,_I(t' ) 

V,_I(t . t'l = V, V • O"~b,(Vab,(t· t'll S~4 V, V • O"~bs(Vab,(t) , t'l L'~'5 
V, v, (O"~bs(Vabs(t)) . t'l S~9 (V, v. O"~b,(Vabs(t)))· t' = V,_I(t) . t' 

A.2 Theorem 12 

o 

Theorem 12 (Embedding Acpdatv in ACP,atIv) For closed terms, the axioms 
of Acpdatv are derivable from the axioms of ACP,atIV and the explicit definitions of 
the constants and operators Q, O'abSl VabSl vab' and ~ in Table 25. 

Proof. 

To begin with, we show that the axioms of BPA dat are derivable for closed terms. Through
out this proof we do not expound the trivial cases. 

D "T7 I (') INT7 r v (-) , 
Ii. : O"abs d = JvE[O,I) O"abs d =!L 

A6DA ,r v (-) r v (-) INTIO r ( v (-) v (r)) SAT' a: !! + !L = JvE[O,I) O"ab, a + JvE[O,I) O"ab, d = JvE[O,I) O"ab, a + O"abs u = 
r v (- + r) A'SA. f v (-) 

JvE[O,I) O"ab, a u = JvE[O,I) O"abs a =!! 

DATOl n+I() _ nH( f v (-)) SA~06 f nH( v (-)) SA~03 : Vabs !! - Vab, JvE[O,I) O"abs a - JvE[O,I) Vabs O"abs a -
f v ( nH-v(-)) SATO! f v (-) 

JVE[O,l) O"abs Vabs a = JvE[O,l) lTabs a = g 

A -0 ( ) _ -0 (f v (-)) S~6 r -0 ( v (-)) S~3' D I1: Vabs!! - vab, JvE[O,I) O"abs a - JvE[O,I) vabs O"abs a -

IVE[o,l) O"~bs(a) = !! 

DAI2 -n+1 ( ) _ -n+1 ( r v (-)) S~6 f -n+1 ( v (-)) S~3 : Vab,!! - vab, JvE[O,I) O"abs a - JvE[O,I) vabs O"abs a -
f v (-nH-v(-o (-))) S~! r v (-n+l-v(-)) S~2 

JvE[O,l) O"abs vabs vabs a - JVE[O,l) O"abs vabs a -
f v ( nH-v(')) S~2 f nH(') 1~4 nH(') 

JvE[O,I) O"ab, O"abs d - JvE[O,I) O"ab, d - O"ab, d 

Next, we show that the additional axioms for Acpdat are derivable for closed terms. 
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III. Suppose p E (q,oo), q E [0,1). 
Th -p ( q (-)) II -p (t + 8) L.~.g v" ( q (-)) II CT" (t ') SA~2.3 en Vabs (jabs a II Vabs _ abs Uabs a II abs fpJ + U 

q (CT"-q(8)) II CT" (t + J) SAT'. SA~'. CMIDI r? (8) S~6 
q abs abs II abs [P] abs 

<T", (8)' (t + 8) s~' q ( P-q(8))' (t + 8) SA~'.3 -p ( q (-)). (t + 8) abs - (jabs (jabs _ Vabs (J'abs a -

CM3DA: The proof is similar to the proof of axiom CM2DA - axiom CM3SA is 
used instead of axiom CM2SA. 

CM5DA, CM6DA and CM7DA : 
The proofs are similar to the proof of axiom CF1DA - axiom SIA6 is 
used in addition and axioms CM5SA, CM6SA and CM7SA are used 
instead of axiom CFlSA. 

DACM3: (V~bs(t) + 1) I "~b~I(t') IN~.3 (V~bs(t) + 1 + J) I ,,~~I(t') SATG;.3.6 

(v~bs(t) + v~bs@ + J) I "~b~l(t') SA~O' (v~bs(t + 1) + J) I ,,~~I(t') L.m~.l0 
(J, V ( (to)) + ') I n+1(t') INT~O.13 vE[O,I) 0'" abs lIabs u U abs -

JVE[O,I)(("~bs(VabsW)) + J) I ,,~~I(t')) SA~M3' JVE[O,I) "~bs(J) = 1 
DACM4: The proof is similar to the proof of axiom DACM3 - axioms INT14 and 

SACM4' are used instead of axioms INT13 and SACM3'. 

DIDA: 

D2DA: 

8 () 8 (J, v (-)) INTI'. SAD J, v (8 (-)) DISA 
H Q = H vE[O,I) "abs a = vE[O,I) "abs H a = 

JVE[O,I) "~bs(a) = Q if a rf. H 

The proof is similar to the proof of axiom DIDA - axiom D2SA is used 
instead of axioms DlSA. 

Finally, we show that the additional axioms for discrete initial abstraction are derivable for 
closed terms. 
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DIAl: 

DlA2 : 

DlA3 : 

DlA4: 

DlA5 : 

DlA6 : 

DlA7 : 

DlA8 : 

DlA9 : 

J.Jj. G = v,w. G[LwJ/ j] S~l V,v. G[LwJ/ j][v/w] = v,v. G[LvJ/ j] = 
v,v .G[i/j][LvJ/i] = J.Ji .G[i/ j] 

V~bs( J.J i . F) = V~bs( V, v . F[LvJ/ i]) S~2 v~bs(F[LvJ/ i][n/ v]) = v~bs(F[n/ i]) 

J.J i . (J.J j . F) = V, v . (V, w . F[L w J / j]HLv J/ i] = 
V, v. (V, w. F[LwJ/ j][LvJ/ i]) S~3 V, v. F[LwJ/ j][LvJ/ i][v/ w] = 
V, v. F[LvJfj][LvJ/ i] = V, v. F[i/ j][LvJ/ i] = J.J i. F[i/ j] 

G S~4 V, V • G = V, v . G[ Lv J / i] = J.J i . G 

Suppose p E lR:o:o and 'In EN. v~bs(F) = v~bs(F'). 

Then v~bs(F) L.~'1 v~bs( V, v . v~~!(F)) S~2 v:bs(vk! (F)) = v:bs(vk! (F')) S~2 
-p (/ -LvJ (F')) L.~'1 -p (F') 
vabs Vs v . vabs vabs' 
By SIA5, F = F'. 

n ( ). F - n (r v (-)). F INT9.~.SAT2 r ( n+v(-). F) L.mm~,SIA6 
O"abs Q - O"abs JVE[O,I) O"abs a - JvE[O,l) u abs a -
r ( n+v(-) -n+v( / -LwJ (F))) SIA',6 

JvE[O,l) u abs a . v abs Vs W. vabs = 
f ( n+v(-) -n (F)) SAT2,E'T9,1l n (r v (-)) -n (F) 

JvE[O,l) O"abs a . vabs - u abs JvE[O,l) O"abs a . vabs = 

O'~bs (.9,) . v~bs (F) 

O'~bs( J.J i . F) = O'~bs( V, v . F[L v J / i]) S~1 O'~bs(F[L v J / i][O/ v]) = O'~bs(F[O/ i]) 

( J.J i . F) + G = (V, v . F[ Lv J / i]) + G L.~.1 

(V, v. F[LvJ/ i]) + (V, v. v~~;(G)) DlS~R+ V, v. (F[LvJ/ i] + v~~;(G)) = 
V, v . (F + v~bs (G) HL v J / i] = J.J i . (F + V~bs (G)) 

(J.J i . F) . G = (V, v . F[Lv J/ i]) . G S~9 V, V • (F[LvJ/ i] . G) = 
v,v.(F.G)[LvJ/i]=J.Ji.(F·G) 

DlAlO: v~bs( J.J i . F) = v~bs( V, v . F[LvJ/ i]) SI~lO V, V . v~bs(F[Lv J/ i]) = 

V, v. v~b,(F)[LvJ/ i] = J.J i. v~b,(F) 

DlAll, DlAl2, DlAl3 and DlAl4 : 
The proofs are similar to the proof of axiom DIA8 - axioms SIAll, 
SIAl2, SIAl3 and SIAl4 are used instead of axioms SIA8. 

DIAl5: The proof is similar to the proof of axiom DlAlO - axiom SIAl5 is used 
instead of axioms SlAW, 
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